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Fig. 1. Dirac’s three forms of Hamiltonian dynamics.

2.4. Forms of Hamiltonian dynamics

Obviously, one has many possibilities to parametrize space—time by introducing some general-
ized coordinates xJ (x). But one should exclude all those which are accessible by a Lorentz
transformation. Those are included anyway in a covariant formalism. This limits considerably the
freedom and excludes, for example, almost all rotation angles. Following Dirac [123] there are no
more than three basically different parametrizations. They are illustrated in Fig. 1, and cannot be
mapped on each other by a Lorentz transform. They differ by the hypersphere on which the fields
are initialized, and correspondingly one has different “times”. Each of these space—time parametriz-
ations has thus its own Hamiltonian, and correspondingly Dirac [123] speaks of the three forms of
Hamiltonian dynamics: The instant form is the familiar one, with its hypersphere given by t"0. In
the front form the hypersphere is a tangent plane to the light cone. In the point form the time-like
coordinate is identified with the eigentime of a physical system and the hypersphere has a shape of
a hyperboloid.

Which of the three forms should be prefered? The question is diffi cult to answer, in fact it is
ill-posed. In principle, all three forms should yield the same physical results, since physics should
not depend on how one parametrizes the space (and the time). If it depends on it, one has made
a mistake. But usually one adjusts parametrization to the nature of the physical problem to
simplify the amount of practical work. Since one knows so little on the typical solutions of a field
theory, it might well be worth the effort to admit also other than the conventional “instant” form.

The bulk of research on field theory implicitly uses the instant form, which we do not even
attempt to summarize. Although it is the conventional choice for quantizing field theory, it has
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The light-cone Fock state representation can thus be used advantageously in perturbation
theory. The sum over intermediate Fock states is equivalent to summing all x!-ordered diagrams
and integrating over the transverse momentum and light-cone fractions x. Because of the restric-
tion to positive x, diagrams corresponding to vacuum fluctuations or those containing backward-
moving lines are eliminated.

3.4. Example 1: ¹he qqN -scattering amplitude

The simplest application of the above rules is the calculation of the electron—muon scattering
amplitude to lowest non-trivial order. But the quark—antiquark scattering is only marginally more
difficult. We thus imagine an initial (q, qN )-pair with different flavors fOfM to be scattered off each
other by exchanging a gluon.

Let us treat this problem as a pedagogical example to demonstrate the rules. Rule 1: There are
two time-ordered diagrams associated with this process. In the first one the gluon is emitted by the
quark and absorbed by the antiquark, and in the second it is emitted by the antiquark and
absorbed by the quark. For the first diagram, we assign the momenta required in rule 2 by giving
explicitly the initial and final Fock states
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Challenge: Compute Hadron Structure, 
Spectroscopy, and Dynamics from QCD!

• Color Confinement 

• Origin of the QCD Mass Scale 
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We present a comprehensive and self-consistent analysis for the thrust distribution by using the
Principle of Maximum Conformality (PMC). By absorbing all nonconformal terms into the running
coupling using PMC via renormalization group equation, the scale in the running coupling shows
the correct physical behavior and the correct number of active flavors is determined. The resulting
PMC predictions agree with the precise measurements for both the thrust differential distributions
and the thrust mean values. Moreover, we provide a new remarkable way to determine the running
of the coupling constant αs(Q

2) from the measurement of the jet distributions in electron-positron
annihilation at a single given value of the center-of-mass energy

√
s.

PACS numbers: 12.38.Bx, 13.66.Bc, 13.66.Jn, 13.87.-a

The event shape observables in electron-positron an-
nihilation play a crucial role in understanding Quantum
Chromodynamics (QCD). In the last three decades, the
event shape observables have been extensively studied ex-
perimentally and theoretically. In particular, the three-
jet production at the lowest order is directly proportional
to the QCD strong coupling constant, and thus the rele-
vant event shape observables have been used to determine
the coupling constant (see e.g. [1] for a review).

Due to the simple initial leptonic state, the three-jet
event shape observables can be measured with a high pre-
cision, especially at LEP [2–5]. The precision of experi-
mental measurements calls for an equally precise theoret-
ical prediction for three-jet event shapes. The next-to-
leading order (NLO) QCD calculations are known since
1980 [6–11], and the next-to-next-to-leading order (NN-
LO) calculations have been carried out in Refs.[12–16].
Despite the significant progress made in the last years
for both the pQCD calculations [17, 18] and the resum-
mation of large logarithms (see e.g. [19, 20]), the main
obstruction to achieve an accurate value of αs is not the
lack of precise experimental data but the dominant un-
certainties of the theoretical calculations, mainly due to
the choice of the renormalization scale µr.

It is well known that using the conventional scale set-
ting, the renormalization scale is simply set at the center-
of-mass energy µr =

√
s, and the uncertainties are evalu-

ated by varying the scale within an arbitrary range, e.g.
µr ∈ [

√
s/2, 2

√
s]. The three-jet event shape distribu-

tions using the conventional scale setting do not match
the experimental data, and the extracted values of αs in
general deviate from the world average [21].

The conventional procedure of setting the renormal-
ization scale introduces an inherent scheme-and-scale de-
pendence for the pQCD predictions. The scheme de-
pendence of the pQCD violates the fundamental prin-

ciple of the renormalization group invariance. The con-
ventional procedure gives wrong predictions for the A-
belian theory–Quantum Electrodynamics (QED), where
the scale of the coupling constant α can be set unam-
biguously by using the Gell-Mann-Low procedure [22].
The resulting perturbative series is in general factorially
divergent at large orders like n!βn

0 α
n
s –the “renormalon”

problem [23]. It has always been discussed whether the
inclusion of higher-order terms would suppress the scale
uncertainty; however, by simply varying the scale within
a given range of values fixed a priori, the estimation of
unknown higher-order terms is unreliable, and one can-
not judge whether the poor pQCD convergence is the
intrinsic property of pQCD series, or is due to improper
choice of scale.

The Principle of Maximum Conformality (PMC) [24–
28] provides a systematic way to eliminate renormaliza-
tion scheme-and-scale ambiguities. Since the PMC pre-
dictions do not depend on the choice of the renormal-
ization scheme, PMC scale setting satisfies the principles
of renormalization group invariance [29, 30]. The PMC
procedure reduces in the Abelian limit, NC → 0 [31], to
the standard Gell-Mann-Low method. The PMC deter-
mines the renormalization scale by absorbing the β terms
that govern the behavior of the running coupling via the
renormalization group equation. The divergent renor-
malon terms disappear and the convergence of pQCD
series can be thus greatly improved.

The thrust (T ) variable [32, 33] is one of the most fre-
quently studied three-jet event shape observables, which
is defined as

T =

max
n⃗

!
i
|p⃗i · n⃗|

!
i
|p⃗i|

, (1)

where the sum runs over all particles in the hadronic
final state, and the p⃗i denotes the three-momentum of

Renormalization scale depends on the thrust!

Not constant !

e+e− → Z → qq̄g + ⋯

S.-Q. Wang, L. Di Giustino,   
X.-G. Wu, sjb

T. Gehrmann, N. H äfliger,       
P. F. Monni

Principle of Maximum Conformality (PMC)
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FIG. 2. The thrust differential distributions using the con-
ventional (Conv.) and PMC scale settings. The dotdashed,
dashed and dotted lines are the conventional results at LO,
NLO and NNLO, respectively. The solid line is the PMC re-
sult. The bands for the theoretical predictions are obtained
by varying µr ∈ [MZ/2, 2MZ ]. The PMC prediction elim-
inates the scale µr uncertainty. The experimental data are
taken from the ALEPH [2], DELPH [3], OPAL [4], L3 [5] and
SLD [31] experiments.

• By fitting the conventional predictions to the ex-
perimental data, the extracted coupling constants
are deviated from the world average, and are also
plagued by significant µr uncertainty [32].

Due to the kinematical constraints, the domain of the
thrust distribution at LO and of the PMC scale is re-
stricted to the range of 0 ≤ (1 − T ) ≤ 1/3. After ap-
plying the PMC, in addition to the small values and the
monotonically increasing behavior of the PMC scale, the
magnitude of the conformal coefficients are small and its
behavior is very different from that of the conventional
scale setting. The resulting PMC predictions are in a-
greement with the experimental data with high precision
over the (1 − T ) region, while they show a slight de-
viation near the two-jet and multi-jet regions. Based on
the conventional scale setting, Ref.[8] has also found that
outside of the region of 0.04 ≤ (1−T ) ≤ 0.33, the pQCD
predictions are unreliable. Thus, in order to improve the
predictions near the two-jet and multi-jet regions, the
higher pQCD calculations may be needed for the PM-
C analysis. In addition, as we have already mentioned
above, the non-perturbative effects should be taken into
account in the two-jet region.
In addition to the differential distribution, the mean

value of event shapes have also been extensively mea-
sured and studied. Since the calculation of the mean
value involves an integration over the full phase space, it
provides an important platform to complement the differ-
ential distribution that afflict the event shapes especially
in the two-jet region and to determinate the coupling
constant.
The mean value ⟨τ⟩ (τ = (1− T )) of thrust variable is

defined by

⟨τ⟩ =
! τ0

0

τ

σh

dσ

dτ
dτ, (8)

where τ0 is the kinematical upper limit for the thrust
variable.

The electron-positron colliders have collected large
numbers of experimental data for the thrust mean value
over a wide range of center-of-mass energy (14 GeV ≤

√
s

≤ 206 GeV) [2–5, 33]. However, the pQCD prediction-
s based on the conventional scale setting substantially
deviate from the experimental data. Currently, the most
common way is to split the mean value into the perturba-
tive and non-perturbative contributions, which has been
studied extensively in the literature. However, some ar-
tificial parameters and theoretical models are introduced
in order to match the theoretical predictions with the ex-
perimental data. It is noted that the analysis of Ref.[2]
obtains a large value of αs and suggests that a better de-
scription for the mean value can be in general obtained
by setting the renormalization scale µr ≪

√
s.

The pQCD calculations for the mean value variables
have been given in Refs. [34, 35]. After applying the
PMC scale setting to the thrust mean value ⟨1− T ⟩, we
obtain the optimal PMC scale,

µpmc
r |⟨1−T ⟩ = 0.0695

√
s, (9)

which monotonously increases with
√
s, and is 0.0695

times the conventional choice µr =
√
s and thus

µpmc
r |⟨1−T ⟩ ≪

√
s. We notice that by taking

√
s =

MZ = 91.1876 GeV, the PMC scale µpmc
r |⟨1−T ⟩ = 6.3

GeV. This is reasonable, since we have shown in Fig.(1)
that the PMC scales of thrust differential distribution are
also very small in wide region of (1 − T ). By excluding
some results in multi-jet regions, the average of the PM-
C scale ⟨µpmc

r ⟩ of thrust differential distribution is also
close to the µpmc

r |⟨1−T ⟩. This shows that the PMC scale
setting is self-consistent.

We present the thrust mean value ⟨1 − T ⟩ versus the
center-of-mass energy

√
s using the conventional and

PMC scale settings in Fig.(3). In the case of the con-
ventional scale setting, the perturbative series shows a
slow convergence and the estimation of the magnitude
of unknown higher-order QCD corrections by varying
µr ∈ [

√
s/2, 2

√
s] is unreliable. The predictions are

plagued by scale µr uncertainty, and substantial devi-
ated from the experimental data even up to NNLO [34].
These cases are similar to those of the thrust differential
distributions based on the conventional scale setting.

Since the optimal PMC scales are small, and the mag-
nitude of conformal coefficients are very different from
those of the conventional scale setting, the resulting pre-
dictions for thrust mean value increase especially in the
small center-of-mass energy region. Fig.(3) shows that
the scale-independent PMC prediction is in excellent a-
greement with the experimental data in the wide center-

S.-Q. Wang, L. Di Giustino, X.-G. Wu, sjb

T. Gehrmann, N. H äfliger, P. F. Monni
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We present a comprehensive and self-consistent analysis for the thrust distribution by using the
Principle of Maximum Conformality (PMC). By absorbing all nonconformal terms into the running
coupling using PMC via renormalization group equation, the scale in the running coupling shows
the correct physical behavior and the correct number of active flavors is determined. The resulting
PMC predictions agree with the precise measurements for both the thrust differential distributions
and the thrust mean values. Moreover, we provide a new remarkable way to determine the running
of the coupling constant αs(Q

2) from the measurement of the jet distributions in electron-positron
annihilation at a single given value of the center-of-mass energy
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The event shape observables in electron-positron an-
nihilation play a crucial role in understanding Quantum
Chromodynamics (QCD). In the last three decades, the
event shape observables have been extensively studied ex-
perimentally and theoretically. In particular, the three-
jet production at the lowest order is directly proportional
to the QCD strong coupling constant, and thus the rele-
vant event shape observables have been used to determine
the coupling constant (see e.g. [1] for a review).

Due to the simple initial leptonic state, the three-jet
event shape observables can be measured with a high pre-
cision, especially at LEP [2–5]. The precision of experi-
mental measurements calls for an equally precise theoret-
ical prediction for three-jet event shapes. The next-to-
leading order (NLO) QCD calculations are known since
1980 [6–11], and the next-to-next-to-leading order (NN-
LO) calculations have been carried out in Refs.[12–16].
Despite the significant progress made in the last years
for both the pQCD calculations [17, 18] and the resum-
mation of large logarithms (see e.g. [19, 20]), the main
obstruction to achieve an accurate value of αs is not the
lack of precise experimental data but the dominant un-
certainties of the theoretical calculations, mainly due to
the choice of the renormalization scale µr.

It is well known that using the conventional scale set-
ting, the renormalization scale is simply set at the center-
of-mass energy µr =

√
s, and the uncertainties are evalu-

ated by varying the scale within an arbitrary range, e.g.
µr ∈ [

√
s/2, 2

√
s]. The three-jet event shape distribu-

tions using the conventional scale setting do not match
the experimental data, and the extracted values of αs in
general deviate from the world average [21].

The conventional procedure of setting the renormal-
ization scale introduces an inherent scheme-and-scale de-
pendence for the pQCD predictions. The scheme de-
pendence of the pQCD violates the fundamental prin-

ciple of the renormalization group invariance. The con-
ventional procedure gives wrong predictions for the A-
belian theory–Quantum Electrodynamics (QED), where
the scale of the coupling constant α can be set unam-
biguously by using the Gell-Mann-Low procedure [22].
The resulting perturbative series is in general factorially
divergent at large orders like n!βn

0 α
n
s –the “renormalon”

problem [23]. It has always been discussed whether the
inclusion of higher-order terms would suppress the scale
uncertainty; however, by simply varying the scale within
a given range of values fixed a priori, the estimation of
unknown higher-order terms is unreliable, and one can-
not judge whether the poor pQCD convergence is the
intrinsic property of pQCD series, or is due to improper
choice of scale.

The Principle of Maximum Conformality (PMC) [24–
28] provides a systematic way to eliminate renormaliza-
tion scheme-and-scale ambiguities. Since the PMC pre-
dictions do not depend on the choice of the renormal-
ization scheme, PMC scale setting satisfies the principles
of renormalization group invariance [29, 30]. The PMC
procedure reduces in the Abelian limit, NC → 0 [31], to
the standard Gell-Mann-Low method. The PMC deter-
mines the renormalization scale by absorbing the β terms
that govern the behavior of the running coupling via the
renormalization group equation. The divergent renor-
malon terms disappear and the convergence of pQCD
series can be thus greatly improved.

The thrust (T ) variable [32, 33] is one of the most fre-
quently studied three-jet event shape observables, which
is defined as

T =

max
n⃗

!
i
|p⃗i · n⃗|

!
i
|p⃗i|

, (1)

where the sum runs over all particles in the hadronic
final state, and the p⃗i denotes the three-momentum of

e+e− → Z* → X
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the thrust and C-parameter are close to the PMC scales
µpmc
r |h1�T i and µpmc

r |hCi, respectively. This shows that
PMC scale setting is self-consistent from the di↵erential
distributions to the mean values.
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FIG. 4. The mean values for the thrust (up) and C-parameter
(down) versus the center-of-mass energy

p
s using conven-

tional (Conv.) and PMC scale settings. The dot-dashed,
dashed and dotted lines are the conventional results at LO,
NLO and NNLO [34, 35], respectively, and the correspond-
ing error bands are obtained by varying µr 2 [MZ/2, 2MZ ].
The solid line is the PMC result and its error band is ob-
tained by the squared averages of the errors for ↵s(MZ) =
0.1181 ± 0.0011 [1] and the estimated unknown higher-order
contributions ±0.2 Cn. The data are from the JADE and
OPAL experiments, taken from [36, 37].

We present the mean values for the thrust and C-
parameter versus the center-of-mass energy

p
s in Fig.(4).

It shows that in the case of conventional scale setting,
the predictions are plagued by the renormalization scale
µr uncertainty, and substantially deviate from measure-
ments even up to NNLO. In contrast, after using PMC
scale setting, the mean values for the thrust and C-
parameter are increased especially in the small

p
s region.

The scale-independent PMC predictions are in excellent
agreement with experimental data in the wide center-of-
mass energy

p
s range. Thus, PMC scale setting provides

a rigorous explanation for precise measurements without
introducing any artificial parameters.

Since a high degree of consistency between the PMC
predictions and the measurements is obtained, we can
precisely extract ↵s(Q2); the results in the MS scheme are
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FIG. 5. The running coupling ↵s(Q
2) extracted from the

thrust and C-parameter mean values by comparing PMC pre-
dictions with the JADE and OPAL data [36, 37] in the MS
scheme. The error bars are the squared averages of the exper-
imental and theoretical errors. The three lines are the world
average evaluated from ↵s(M

2
Z) = 0.1181± 0.0011 [1].

presented in Fig.(5). The values obtained for ↵s(Q2) are
mutually compatible and are in excellent agreement with
the world average in the range 1 GeV < Q < 15 GeV.
The results are not plagued by the renormalization scale
µr uncertainty. In addition, unlike the ↵s extracted from
the di↵erential distributions, the ↵s extracted from the
mean values are not a✏icted with the large logarithms
as well as the non-perturbative e↵ects.
In order to obtain a reliable ↵s at the scale of the

Z0 mass, we determine ↵s(M2

Z) from the fit of the
PMC predictions to the measurements. We adopt the
method similar to [38] and the �2-fit is defined by �2 =P

i

�
(hyiexp.i � hyithe.i )/�i

�2
, where hyiexp.i is the value of

the experimental data, �i is the corresponding experi-
mental uncertainty, hyithe.i is the theoretical prediction.
The �2 value is minimized with respect to ↵s(M2

Z) for
the thrust and C-parameter separately. We obtain

↵s(M
2

Z) = 0.1185± 0.0011(Exp.)± 0.0005(Theo.)

= 0.1185± 0.0012, (4)

with �2/d.o.f.= 27.3/20 for the thrust mean value, and

↵s(M
2

Z) = 0.1193+0.0009
�0.0010(Exp.)

+0.0019
�0.0016(Theo.)

= 0.1193+0.0021
�0.0019, (5)

with �2/d.o.f.= 43.9/20 for the C-parameter mean value,
where the first (Exp.) and second (Theo.) errors are
the experimental and theoretical uncertainties, respec-
tively. Both values are consistent with the world average
of ↵s(M2

Z) = 0.1181 ± 0.0011 [1]. Since the dominant
scale µr uncertainty is eliminated and the convergence of
pQCD series is greatly improved after using the PMC, the
precision of the extracted ↵s values is greatly improved.
In particular, since a strikingly much faster pQCD con-
vergence is obtained for the thrust mean value [27], the
theoretical uncertainty is even smaller than the experi-
mental uncertainty.

αs(Q2) in MS schemee+e− → Z0 → qq̄g + ⋯

S.-Q. Wang, L. Di Giustino, X.-G. Wu, SJB

Determine QCD running coupling from  
measurement of the thrust T or C-distribution 

at one energy!

A new way to measure   αs(Q2)
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Shift scale of αs to µPMC
R to eliminate {βR

i }− terms

Conformal Series

Choose renormalization scheme; e.g. αR
s (µ

init
R )

Choose µinit
R ; arbitrary initial renormalization scale

Identify {βR
i }− terms using nf − terms

through the PMC −BLM correspondence principle

Result is independent of µinit
R and scheme at fixed order

No renormalization scale ambiguity! 

Result is independent of  
Renormalization scheme  

and initial scale! 

QED Scale Setting at NC=0 

Eliminates unnecessary  
systematic uncertainty

PMC/BLM

Set multiple renormalization scales -- 
Lensing, DGLAP, ERBL Evolution ...

δ-Scheme automatically             
identifies β-terms!

Scale fixed at each order

or R� scheme dependence

Principle of Maximum Conformality



Features of BLM/PMC

• Predictions are scheme-independent at every order

• Matches conformal series

• No n! Renormalon growth of pQCD series

• New scale appears at each order; nF determined at each order - matches virtuality of 
quark loops

• Multiple Physical Scales Incorporated (Hoang, Kuhn, Tuebner, sjb)

• Rigorous: Satisfies all Renormalization Group Principles

• Realistic Estimate of Higher-Order Terms

• Reduces to standard QED scale

• GUT: Must use the same scale setting procedure for QED, QCD

• Eliminates unnecessary theory error

• Maximal sensitivity to new physics

• Commensurate Scale Relations between observables: Generalized Crewther Relation   
(Kataev, Lu, Rathsman, sjb)

• PMC Reduces to BLM at NLO:  Example: BFKL intercept (Fadin, Kim, Lipatov, Pivovarov, sjb)

NC ! 0
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Asymptotic unification of 
strong, electromagnetic, and weak 

forces in analytic 
pinch scheme

QED

QCD

Binger, sjbSupersymmetric
SU(5)

Must Use Same Scale-Setting Procedure! BLM/PMC



General remarks about orbital angular mo-
mentum

⌃R�

xi
⌃R�+⌃b�i

�n
i
⌃b�i = ⌃0�

�n
i xi = 1

�n
i=1(xi

⌃P�+ ⌃k�i) = ⌃P�

xi
⌃P�+ ⌃k�i

�n
i

⌃k�i = ⌃0�

�n
i xi = 1

P+, ↵P+

xiP
+, xi

↵P⇤+ ↵k⇤i

ẑ

↵L = ↵R⇥ ↵P

↵Li = (xi
↵R⇤+↵b⇤i)⇥ ↵P

↵⇧i = ↵b⇤i ⇥ ↵k⇤i

↵⇧i = ↵Li � xi
↵R⇤ ⇥ ↵P = ↵b⇤i ⇥ ↵P

A(⇤,�⇤) = 1
2⇥

�
d�e

i
2⇤�M(�,�⇤)

P+, P⇤

xiP
+, xi

P⇤+ k⇤i

� = Q2

2p·q

ẑ

L = R⇥ P

Li = (xi
R⇤+b⇤i)⇥ P

Light-Front Wavefunctions:  rigorous representation of composite 
systems in quantum field theory

x =
k+

P+
=

k0 + k3

P 0 + P 3

Causal, Frame-independent.  Creation Operators on Simple Vacuum, 
Current Matrix Elements are Overlaps of LFWFS

|p, Jz >=
X

n=3

 n(xi,~k?i,�i)|n;xi,~k?i,�i >

Invariant under boosts!  Independent of P
μ 

Eigenstate of LF Hamiltonian : Off-shell in  Invariant Mass

 n(xi,~k?i ,�i)

P+ = P0 + Pz

Fixed ⌅ = t + z/c

xi = k+

P+ = k0+k3

P0+Pz

⇧(⇤, b�)

⇥ = d�s(Q2)
d lnQ2 < 0

u

Fixed LF time

Sum Rules



General remarks about orbital angular mo-
mentum
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General remarks about orbital angular mo-
mentum
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Li = (xi
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P+ = P0 + Pz
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xi = k+

P+ = k0+k3

P0+Pz

⇧(⇤, b�)

⇥ = d�s(Q2)
d lnQ2 < 0

u

Invariant under boosts!  Independent of Pμ 

Light-Front Wavefunctions:  rigorous representation of 
composite systems in quantum field theory

Light-Front Wavefunctions: Off-Shell in Invariant Mass  

x =
k+

P+
=

k0 + kz

P0 + Pz

ℳ2
n = (

n

∑
i=1

kμ)2 =
n

∑
i=1

k2
⊥i + m2

i

xi

M2 − ℳ2
n < 0



HQED

Coupled Fock states

Effective two-particle equation

 Azimuthal  Basis

Confining AdS/QCD  
potential!  

HLF
QCD

(H0
LF + HI

LF )|� >= M2|� >

[
�k2
� + m2

x(1� x)
+ V LF

e� ] �LF (x,�k�) = M2 �LF (x,�k�)

�,⇥

Semiclassical first approximation to QCD  

U(⇣) = 4⇣2 + 22(L + S � 1)

Light-Front QCD

AdS/QCD:

�2 = x(1� x)b2
�

x (1� x) �b⇥

⇤(x,�b⇥) = ⇤(�)

⇥(z)

� =
�

x(1� x)�b2⇥

z

z�

z0 = 1
⇥QCD

x (1� x) �b⇥

⇤(x,�b⇥) = ⇤(�)

⇥(z)

� =
�

x(1� x)�b2⇥

z

z�

z0 = 1
⇥QCD

x (1� x) �b⇥

⇤(x,�b⇥) = ⇤(�)

⇥(z)

� =
�

x(1� x)�b2⇥

z

z�

z0 = 1
⇥QCD

P+ = P0 + Pz

Fixed ⌅ = t + z/c

xi = k+

P+ = k0+k3

P0+Pz

⇧(⇤, b�)

⇥ = d�s(Q2)
d lnQ2 < 0

u

Sums an infinite # diagrams

LQCD

Eliminate higher Fock states              
and retarded interactions

⇥
� d2

d⇣2
+

1� 4L2

4⇣2
+ U(⇣)

⇤
 (⇣) =M2 (⇣)

mq = 0
Single variable Equation!

-



Light-Front Holography  

AdS/QCD 
Soft-Wall  Model 

Conformal Symmetry 
of the action  

U(⇣) = 4⇣2 + 22(L + S � 1)

Exploring QCD, Cambridge, August 20-24, 2007 Page 9

Confinement scale:   

Light-Front Schrödinger Equation Unique 
Confinement Potential!

de Tèramond, Dosch, sjb

 ' 0.5 GeV

• de Alfaro, Fubini, Furlan: Scale can appear in Hamiltonian and EQM 
without affecting conformal invariance of action!• Fubini, Rabinovici: 

e'(z) = e+2z2

Single variable  ζ

⇥
� d2

d⇣2 � 1�4L2

4⇣2 + U(⇣)
⇤
 (⇣) = M2 (⇣)

�
� d2

d2�
+ V (�)

⇥
=M2⇥(�)

�
� d2

d�2 + V (�)
⇥
=M2⇥(�)

�2 = x(1� x)b2
⇥.

Jz = Sz
p =

⇤n
i=1 Sz

i +
⇤n�1

i=1 ⌥z
i = 1

2

each Fock State

Jz
p = Sz

q + Sz
g + Lz

q + Lz
g = 1

2

GeV units external to QCD: Only Ratios of Masses Determined



�
� @2

⇣ + 4⇣2 + 22(LB + 1) +
4L2

B � 1
4⇣2

�
 +

J = M2 +
J

Baryon Equation

Meson Equation

M2(n,LB) = 42(n + LB + 1)

�
� @2

⇣ + 4⇣2 + 22LB +
4(LB + 1)2 � 1

4⇣2

�
 �J = M2 �J

�
� @2

⇣ + 4⇣2 + 22(J � 1) +
4L2

M � 1
4⇣2

�
�J = M2�J

M2(n,LM ) = 42(n + LM )

Meson-Baryon Degeneracy for LM=LB+1

S=1/2, P=+

LF Holography

S=0, I=1 Meson is superpartner of S=1/2, I=1 Baryon

Superconformal  
Quantum Mechanics 

Same   !
S=0, P=+

� = 2

de Téramond, Dosch, Lorcé, sjb
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⇢�� superpartner trajectories

Dosch, de Teramond, sjb L (Orbital Angular Momentum)
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Superconformal Algebra
2X2 Hadronic Multiplets

&%
'$ue &%

'$e ee
�M , LB + 1  B+, LB

-R
†
�

&%
'$e ee
 B�, LB + 1

&%
'$e eu u
�T , LB

-R
†
�

Figure 1: The supersymmetric quadruplet {�M , B+, B�,�T }. Open circles represent
quarks, full circles antiquarks. The tetraquark has the same mass as its baryon partner in the
multiplet. Notice that the LF angular momentum of the negative-chirality component wave
function of a baryon  B� is one unit higher than that of the positive-chirality (leading-twist)
component  B+.

spinor wavefunction  B+ and  B�, plus two bosonic wave functions, namely the meson

�B and the tetraquark �T . These states can be arranged as a 2⇥ 2 matrix:

 
�M(LM = LB + 1)  B�(LB + 1)

 B+(LB) �T (LT = LB)

!
, (21)

on which the symmetry generators (1) and the Hamiltonian (17) operate 9.

According to this analysis, the lowest-lying light-quark tetraquark is a partner of

the b1(1235) and the nucleon; it has quantum numbers I, J
P = 0, 0+. The partners of

the a2(1320) and the �(1233) have the quantum numbers I = 0, JP = 1+. Candidates

for these states are the f0(980) and a1(1260), respectively.

2.4 Inclusion of quark masses and comparison with experiment

We have argued in [11] that the natural way to include light quark masses in the

hadron mass spectrum is to leave the LF potential unchanged as a first approximation

and add the additional term of the invariant mass �m
2 =

P
n

i=1
m

2
i

xi
to the LF kinetic

energy. The resulting LF wave function is then modified by the factor e
� 1

2��m
2
, thus

providing a relativistically invariant form for the hadronic wave functions. The e↵ect of

the nonzero quark masses for the squared hadron masses is then given by the expectation

value of �m
2 evaluated using the modified wave functions. This prescription leads to

9It is interesting to note that in Ref. [20] mesons, baryons and tetraquarks are also hadronic states
within the same multiplet.

12

Meson Baryon

TetraquarkBaryon

Bosons, Fermions with Equal Mass!

Proton: |u[ud]> Quark + Scalar Diquark
Equal Weight: L=0, L=1

R†
� q ! [q̄q̄]

3C ! 3C

R†
� q̄ ! [qq]

3̄C ! 3̄C





Fit to the slope of Regge trajectories, 
including radial excitations

Same Regge Slope for Meson, Baryons:  
Supersymmetric feature of hadron physics

Dosch, de Teramond, Lorce, sjb

mu = md = 46 MeV, ms = 357 MeV



we find qτðxÞ ∼ ð1 − xÞ2τ−3, which is precisely the Drell-
Yan inclusive counting rule at x → 1 [63–65], correspond-
ing to the form factor behavior at large Q2 (3).
From Eq. (10), it follows that the conditions (13) are

equivalent to f0ð1Þ ¼ 0 and f00ð1Þ ≠ 0. Since logðxÞ∼
1 − x for x ∼ 1, a simple ansatz for fðxÞ consistent with
(7), (11), and (13) is

fðxÞ ¼ 1

4λ

!
ð1 − xÞ log

"
1

x

#
þ að1 − xÞ2

$
; ð14Þ

with a being a flavor-independent parameter. From (10),

wðxÞ ¼ x1−xe−að1−xÞ
2
; ð15Þ

an expression that incorporates Regge behavior at small x
and inclusive counting rules at large x.
Nucleon GPDs.—The nucleon GPDs are extracted from

nucleon FF data [66–70] choosing specific x and t depend-
ences of the GPDs for each flavor. One then finds the best
fit reproducing the measured FFs and the valence PDFs. In
our analysis of nucleon FFs [56], three free parameters are
required: these are r, interpreted as an SU(6) breaking
effect for the Dirac neutron FF, and γp and γn, which
account for the probabilities of higher Fock components
(meson cloud) and are significant only for the Pauli FFs.
The hadronic scale λ is fixed by the ρ-Regge trajectory [28],
whereas the Pauli FFs are normalized to the experimental
values of the anomalous magnetic moments.
Helicity nonflip distributions: Using the results from [56]

for the Dirac flavor FFs, we write the spin nonflip valence
GPDs Hqðx; tÞ ¼ qðxÞ exp ½tfðxÞ&with

uvðxÞ ¼
"
2 −

r
3

#
qτ¼3ðxÞ þ

r
3
qτ¼4ðxÞ; ð16Þ

dvðxÞ ¼
"
1 −

2r
3

#
qτ¼3ðxÞ þ

2r
3
qτ¼4ðxÞ; ð17Þ

for the u and d PDFs normalized to the valence content of
the proton:

R
1
0 dxuvðxÞ ¼ 2 and

R
1
0 dxdvðxÞ ¼ 1. The PDF

qτðxÞ and the profile function fðxÞ are given by (9) and
(10), and wðxÞ is given by (15). Positivity of the PDFs
implies that r ≤ 3=2, which is smaller than the value r ¼
2.08 found in [56]. We shall use the maximum value
r ¼ 3=2, which does not change significantly our results
in [56].
The PDFs (16) and (17) are evolved to a higher

scale μ with the Dokshitzer-Gribov-Lipatov-Altarelli-
Parisi (DGLAP) equation [71–73] in the M̄S scheme using
the HOPPET toolkit [74]. The initial scale is chosen at the
matching scale between LFHQCD and perturbative QCD
(pQCD) as μ0 ¼ 1.06'0.15 GeV [75] in the M̄S scheme at
next-to-next-to-leading order (NNLO). The strong cou-
pling constant αs at the scale of the Z-boson mass is set to

0.1182 [76], and the heavy quark thresholds are set with
M̄S quark masses as mc¼ 1.28 GeV and mb¼ 4.18 GeV
[76]. The PDFs are evolved to μ2 ¼ 10 GeV2 at NNLO to
compare with the global fits by the MMHT [5], CT [6], and
NNPDF [77] collaborations as shown in Fig. 1. The value
a¼ 0.531' 0.037 is determined from the first moment of
the GPD,

R
1
0 dxxH

q
vðx; t ¼ 0Þ ¼ Aq

vð0Þ from the global data
fits with average values Au

vð0Þ ¼ 0.261' 0.005 and
Ad
vð0Þ ¼ 0.109' 0.005. The model uncertainty (red band)

includes the uncertainties in a and μ0 [78]. We also indicate
the difference between our results and global fits in Fig. 2.
The t dependence of Hq

vðx; tÞ is illustrated in Fig. 3.
Since our PDFs scale as qðxÞ ∼ x−1=2 for small x, the
Kuti-Weisskopf behavior for the nonsinglet structure
functions F2pðxÞ − F2nðxÞ ∼ x½uvðxÞ − dvðxÞ&∼ x1=2 is
satisfied [79,80].
Helicity-flip distributions: The spin-flip GPDsEq

vðx; tÞ ¼
eqvðxÞ exp ½tfðxÞ&follow from the flavor Pauli FFs in [56]
given in terms of twist-4 and twist-6 contributions

eqvðxÞ ¼ χq½ð1 − γqÞqτ¼4ðxÞ þ γqqτ¼6ðxÞ&; ð18Þ

normalized to the flavor anomalous magnetic momentR
1
0 dxeqvðxÞ ¼ χq, with χu ¼ 2χp þ χn¼ 1.673 and
χd ¼ 2χnþ χp ¼ −2.033. The factors γu and γd are

FIG. 1. Comparison for xqðxÞ in the proton from LFHQCD (red
bands) and global fits: MMHT2014 (blue bands) [5], CT14 [6]
(cyan bands), and NNPDF3.0 (gray bands) [77]. LFHQCD
results are evolved from the initial scale μ0 ¼ 1.06'0.15 GeV.

FIG. 2. Difference between our PDF results and global fits.

PHYSICAL REVIEW LETTERS 120, 182001 (2018)

182001-3

Universality of Generalized Parton Distributions in Light-Front Holographic QCD 

Guy F. de Te ́ramond, Tianbo Liu, Raza Sabbir Sufian, Hans Günter Dosch, Stanley J. Brodsky, and Alexandre Deur 

PHYSICAL REVIEW LETTERS 120, 182001 (2018) 

Q2 = 10 GeV2



Using SU(6) flavor symmetry and normalization to static quantities
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Matching Scale

Matching the couplings from LFHQCD and pQCD

 12

Bjorken sum rule:

Imposing continuity for α 
and its first derivative

Effective coupling in LFHQCD 
(valid at low-Q2)

A. Deur, S.J. Brodsky, G.F. de Téramond,  
Phys. Lett. B 750, 528 (2015); J. Phys. G 44, 105005 (2017).

Analytic, defined at all scales, IR Fixed Point

Running Coupling from AdS/QCD



•Can be used as standard QCD coupling

•Well measured

•Asymptotic freedom at large Q2

•Computable at large Q2 in any pQCD 
scheme

•Universal  β0,  β1

Bjorken sum rule defines effective charge ↵g1(Q2)
Z 1

0
dx[gep

1 (x,Q2)� gen
1 (x,Q2)] ⌘ ga

6
[1� ↵g1(Q2)

⇡
]



Perturbative QCD

Holographic QCD

(asymptotic freedom)

Q0

Non−perturbative

0

0.2

0.4

0.6

0.8

1

10
-1

1 10

Q (GeV)

α
g
1
(Q

)/
π

Transition scale Q0

Perturbative QCD
(Asymptotic Freedom)

↵s
g1

(Q2)
⇡

Nonperturbative QCD 
(Quark Confinement)

All-Scale QCD Coupling

e�
Q2

42

Deur, de Tèramond, sjbm⇢ =
p

2
mp = 2

� ⌘ 2

 = 0.513± 0.007 GeV
Fit to Bj + DHG Sum Rules:

Q0 = 0.87± 0.08 GeV

MS schemeReverse Dimensional Transmutation!

Use Q0 for starting 
DGLAP  and ERBL 

Evolution

Experiment:
⇤MS = 0.332± 0.017 GeV

5-Loop � Prediction:
⇤MS = 0.339± 0.019 GeV



Supersymmetry across the light and heavy-light spectrum

Heavy charm quark mass does not break supersymmetry

de Téramond, Dosch, Nielsen, sjb



G. de Teramond, H. G. Dosch, sjb 

U(⇣2) = 4⇣2 + 22(J � 1)

z ! ⇣

Pion: Negative term  for J=0 cancels 
positive terms from LFKE and potentialm⇡ = 0 if mq = 0

Massless pion! 

~⇣2 = ~b2?x(1� x)



• Relativistic Quantum-Mechanical Wavefunction of the 
pion eigenstate

• Independent of the observer’s or pion’s motion

• No Lorentz contraction; causal

• Confined quark-antiquark bound state

The Pion’s  Valence Light-Front Wavefunction

P+ = P0 + Pz

Fixed ⌅ = t + z/c

xi = k+

P+ = k0+k3

P0+Pz

⇧(⇤, b�)

⇥ = d�s(Q2)
d lnQ2 < 0

u

x, ⃗k ⊥

1 − x, − ⃗k ⊥

Ψπ(x, ⃗k ⊥) = < q(x, ⃗k ⊥)q̄(1 − x, − ⃗k ⊥) | π >

π

HQCD
LF |π > = m2

π |π >

Ψπ(x, ⃗k ⊥)

0.20.40.60.8

1.3

1.4

1.5

0

0.05

0.1

0.15

0.2

0

5

x
k2

⊥



Prediction from AdS/QCD: Meson LFWF

�(x, k�)
0.20.40.60.8

1.3

1.4

1.5

0

0.05

0.1

0.15

0.2

0

5

       “Soft Wall” 
model

�(x, k�)(GeV)

de Teramond, 
Cao, sjb⇥M(x, Q0) ⇥

�
x(1� x)

⇤M(x, k2
⇤)

µR

µR = Q

µF = µR

Q/2 < µR < 2Q

µ�

massless quarks

Note coupling  

k2
�, x

Provides Connection of Confinement to Hadron Structure

⇤M (x, k⇥) =
4⇥

�
�

x(1� x)
e
� k2

⇥
2�2x(1�x)

x

1� x

�⇡(x) =
4p
3⇡

f⇡

p
x(1� x)

f⇡ =
p

Pqq̄

p
3

8
 = 92.4 MeV
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⌅(x,�b⇤) = ⌅(⇥)

⇤(z)

⇥ =
�

(x(1� x)|b⇤|

z

z�

z0 = 1
⇥QCD

�d⇥ np

General remarks about orbital angular mo-
mentum

�n(xi, k�i,�i)

�n
i=1(xi

 R�+ b�i) =  R�

xi
 R�+ b�i

�n
i
 b�i =  0�

�n
i xi = 1

0.20.40.60.8

1.3

1.4

1.5

0

0.05

0.1

0.15

0.2

0

5

�(x, k�)(GeV)

�(x, k�)

• Light Front Wavefunctions:                                   

AdS5:  Conformal Template for QCD

P+ = P0 + Pz

Fixed ⌅ = t + z/c

xi = k+

P+ = k0+k3

P0+Pz

⇧(⇤, b�)

⇥ = d�s(Q2)
d lnQ2 < 0

u

Duality of AdS5 with LF 
Hamiltonian Theory

•Light-Front Holography

Light-Front Schrödinger Equation

Spectroscopy and Dynamics

with Guy de Teramond and 
Hans Guenter Dosch

HQCD
LF |ψ >=M2|ψ >



0
0 4 8

2

4

6

Φ(z)

2-2007
8721A20 z

-5

0

5

0 4 8
z

Φ(z)

2-2007
8721A21

Fig: Orbital and radial AdS modes in the soft wall model for � = 0.6 GeV .

0

2

4

(G
eV

2 )

(a)

0 2 4
8-2007
8694A19

π (140)

b1 (1235)

π2 (1670)

L

(b)

0 2 4

π (140)

π (1300)

π (1800)

n

Light meson orbital (a) and radial (b) spectrum for � = 0.6 GeV.
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S = 0 S = 0

Soft Wall 
Model

mq = 0

Quark separation 
increases with L

Pion has 
zero mass!

Same slope in n and L!



J. R. Forshaw,  
R. Sandapen

�⇤p! ⇢0p0

�L

�T

⇤M (x, k⇥) =
4⇥

�
�

x(1� x)
e
� k2

⇥
2�2x(1�x)



0.0 0.5 1.0 1.5 2.0 2.5 3.0
!2

!1

0

1

2

log FΠ!q2"

Twist 2

Twist 2+4

G. de Teramond & sjb

Timelike Pion Form Factor from AdS/QCD  
          and Light-Front Holography

s(GeV2)

F⇡(s) = (1� �) 1
(1� s
M2

⇢
) + � 1

(1� s
M2

⇢
)(1� s

M2
⇢0

)(1� s
M2

⇢00
)

Prescription for 
Timelike poles :

1
s�M2 + i

p
s�

log |F⇡(s)|
� = 0.17

M2
⇢n

= 42(1/2 + n)

Frascati data 14% four-quark 
 probability



Pion EM Form Factor

Pion form factor compared with data

 6

G.F. de Téramond and S.J. Brodsky,  Proc. Sci. LC2010 (2010) 029. 
S.J. Brodsky, G.F. de Téramond, H.G. Dosch, J. Erlich, Phys. Rep. 584, 1 (2015). [Sec. 6.1.5]

F⇡(t) =
X

⌧

P⌧F⌧ (t)
X

⌧

P⌧ = 1

Truncated at twist-τ = 4 

F⇡(t) = c2F⌧=2(t) + (1� c2)F⌧=4(t)
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γu ≡
2χpγp þ χnγn
2χp þ χn

; γd ≡
2χnγn þ χpγp
2χn þ χp

; ð19Þ

where the higher Fock probabilities γp;n represent the large
distance pion contribution and have the values γp ¼ 0.27
and γn ¼ 0.38 [56]. Our results for Eq

vðx; tÞ are displayed
in Fig. 3.
Pion GPD.—The expression for the pion GPD

Hu;d̄
v ðx; tÞ ¼ qu;d̄v ðxÞ exp ½tfðxÞ& follows from the pion FF

in [81], where the contribution from higher Fock compo-
nents was determined from the analysis of the timelike
region [81]. Up to twist 4,

qu;d̄v ðxÞ ¼ ð1 − γÞqτ¼2ðxÞ þ γqτ¼4ðxÞ; ð20Þ

where the PDFs are normalized to the valence quark
content of the pion

R
1
0 dxq

u;d̄
v ðxÞ ¼ 1, and γ ¼ 0.125

represents the meson cloud contribution determined in [28].
The pion PDFs are evolved to μ2 ¼ 27 GeV2 at next-to-

leadingorder (NLO) to comparewith theNLOglobal analysis
in [82,83] of the data [84]. The initial scale is set at μ0 ¼
1.1'0.2 GeV from the matching procedure in Ref. [75] at
NLO. The result is shown in Fig. 4, and the t dependence of
Hq

vðx; tÞ is illustrated in Fig. 5. We have also included the
NNLO results in Fig. 4, to comparewith future data analysis.
Our results are in good agreement with the data analysis

in Ref. [82] and consistent with the nucleon global fit
results through the GPD universality described here. There
is, however, a tension with the data analysis in [83] for
x ≥ 0.6 and with the Dyson-Schwinger results in [85],
which incorporate the ð1 − xÞ2 pQCD falloff at large x from
hard gluon transfer to the spectator quarks. In contrast, our
nonperturbative results falloff as 1 − x from the leading

twist-2 term in (20). A softer falloff ∼ð1 − xÞ1.5 in Fig. 4
follows from DGLAP evolution. Our analysis incorporates
the nonperturbative behavior of effective LFWFs in the
limit of zero quark masses. However, if we include a
nonzero quark mass in the LFWFs [28,86,87], the PDFs
will be further suppressed at x → 1.
Effective LFWFs.—Form factors in light-front quantiza-

tion can be written in terms of an effective single-particle
density [88]

FðQ2Þ ¼
Z

1

0
dxρðx;QÞ; ð21Þ

where ρðx;QÞ ¼ 2π
R∞
0 dbbJ0½bQð1 − xÞ&jψ effðx; bÞj2

with transverse separation b ¼ jb⊥j. From (8), we find
the effective LFWF

ψτ
effðx;b⊥Þ ¼

1

2
ffiffiffi
π

p

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
qτðxÞ
fðxÞ

s

ð1 − xÞ exp
"
−
ð1 − xÞ2

8fðxÞ
b2⊥

#
;

ð22Þ

FIG. 3. Nucleon GPDs for different values of −t ¼ Q2 at
the scale μ0 ¼ 1.06'0.15 GeV. (Top) Spin nonflip Hq

vðx; tÞ.
(Bottom) Spin-flip Eq

vðx; tÞ.

FIG. 4. Comparison for xqðxÞ in the pion from LFHQCD (red
band) with the NLO fits [82,83] (gray band and green curve) and
the LO extraction [84]. NNLO results are also included (light blue
band). LFHQCD results are evolved from the initial scale μ0 ¼
1.1'0.2 GeV at NLO and the initial scale μ0 ¼ 1.06'0.15 GeV
at NNLO.

FIG. 5. Pion GPD for different values of −t ¼ Q2 at the scale
μ0 ¼ 1.1'0.2 GeV.
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where c is the dimensionless normalization factor

c�2 =
� 1

0
dx e

� 1
�2

„
m2

1
x +

m2
2

1�x

«

. (5)

The Fourier transform of (4) is the impact space LFWF

 ⌥(x,b⇥) =
c ⇥ 

⌅

⌦
x(1� x) e�

1
2 �2⇥2

, (6)

where the invariant quantity ⌃ is

⌃2 = x(1� x)b2
⇥ +

1
⇥4

⇤
m2

1

x
+

m2
2

1� x

⌅
. (7)

Impact space holographic LFWFs for the ⌅, K, D, �c, B
and �b mesons are depicted in Fig. 1.

The non-perturbative input to hard exclusive processes
and heavy hadron decays can be computed in terms of
gauge invariant hadronic distribution amplitudes (DAs),
which describe the momentum-fraction distribution of
partons at zero transverse impact distance in a Fock
state with a fixed number of constituents. The me-
son DA is computed from the transverse integral of the
valence quark light-front wavefunction in the light-cone
gauge [17]

⇧M (x,Q) =
� k2

⇥<Q2
d2k⇥
16⌅3

⌥M (x,k⇥), (8)

and thus ⇧(x) ⇥ ⇧(x,Q ⌅ ⇧) ⌅  ⌥(x,b⇥ ⌅ 0)/
 

4⌅.
From (6) we obtain the holographic distribution ampli-
tude ⇧(x)

⇧M (x) =
c ⇥

2⌅

⌦
x(1� x) e

� 1
2�2

»
m2

1
x +

m2
2

1�x

–

, (9)

in the soft wall model. The distribution amplitudes for
the ⌅, K, D, �c, mesons are shown in Fig. 2. Predictions
for the first and second moment of the meson distribution
amplitude

⌥⇤N �M =

⌥ 1
�1 ⇤N⇧M (⇤)
⌥ 1
�1 ⇧M (⇤)

, (10)

and comparison with available lattice computations are
given on Table I . In the chiral limit, the AdS distribu-
tion amplitude ⇧AdS(x) ⇤

⌦
x(1� x) gives for the second

moment ⌥⇤2�AdS ⌅ 1/4, compared with the asymptotic
value ⌥⇤2�PQCD ⌅ 1/5 from the PQCD asymptotic DA
⇧PQCD(x) ⇤ x(1� x) [17] .

...............

III. PARTONIC MASS SHIFT

We compute the partonic mass shift contribution to a
meson due to the constituents quark masses [21]

M2 =M2
massless +

⇧
m2

1

x

⌃
+
⇧

m2
2

1� x

⌃
, (11)

FIG. 1: Two-parton flavored meson holographic LFWF
⌅(x,b�): (a) |⇤+� = |ud�, (b) |K+� = |us�, (c) |D+� = |cd�,
(d) |�c� = |cc�, (e) |B+� = |ub� and (f) |�b� = |bb�. Values
for the quark masses used are mu = 2 MeV, md = 5 MeV,
ms = 95 Mev, mc = 1.25 GeV and mb = 4.2 GeV. The value
of ⇥ = 0.375 GeV is extracted from the pion form factor [16].

for the holographic LFWF (4). Results for the partonic
mass shift contribution �M =

�
M2 �M2

massless

⇥1/2 are
compared with hadronic masses on Table II.

.....

IV. CONCLUSIONS

..........

|�+ >= |ud̄ > |K+ >= |us̄ >

|D+ >= |cd̄ >

|�b >= |bb̄ >

|�c >= |cc̄ >

mu = 2 MeV
md = 5 MeV

ms = 95 MeV

mc = 1.25 GeV

mb = 4.2 GeV

� = 375 MeV

b[GeV�1]

x

|B+ >= |ub̄ >
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Spin-aligned and spin-antialigned distributions:

TL, R.S. Sufian, G.F. de Téramond, H.G. Dosch, S.J. Brodsky, A. Deur, in preparation (2019).

q"/#(x) =
1

2
[q(x)±�q(x)]

<latexit sha1_base64="EaS3dtiu+yuvPVoim6xC3onk42s=">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</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="EaS3dtiu+yuvPVoim6xC3onk42s=">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</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="EaS3dtiu+yuvPVoim6xC3onk42s=">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</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="EaS3dtiu+yuvPVoim6xC3onk42s=">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</latexit>

Large x limit:

q#(x) ! c⌧+1q⌧+1(x) ⇠ (1� x)2⌧�1
<latexit sha1_base64="nHTpRJtcaymeCwxgNlSkcqbcTP4=">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</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="nHTpRJtcaymeCwxgNlSkcqbcTP4=">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</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="nHTpRJtcaymeCwxgNlSkcqbcTP4=">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</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="nHTpRJtcaymeCwxgNlSkcqbcTP4=">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</latexit>

q"(x) ! c⌧q⌧ (x) ⇠ (1� x)2⌧�3
<latexit sha1_base64="bwCmMyW9j5C0F2zeac90iEKzvmI=">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</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="bwCmMyW9j5C0F2zeac90iEKzvmI=">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</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="bwCmMyW9j5C0F2zeac90iEKzvmI=">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</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="bwCmMyW9j5C0F2zeac90iEKzvmI=">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</latexit>

Two helicity states tend to a pure contribution from one component.

E.g.: for valence state, τ=3

q"(x) ⇠ (1� x)3
<latexit sha1_base64="VxGoISBNV8PhIKQPoPdEDyyGV38=">AAACAnicbVDLSsNAFJ3UV62vqCtxM1iEdmFJVNBl0Y3LCvYBTQyT6aQdOpnEmYm2hOLGX3HjQhG3foU7/8Zpm4W2HrhwOOde7r3HjxmVyrK+jdzC4tLySn61sLa+sbllbu80ZJQITOo4YpFo+UgSRjmpK6oYacWCoNBnpOn3L8d+854ISSN+o4YxcUPU5TSgGCkteebeneckMRIieigNyo6kISzZR4Py7YlnFq2KNQGcJ3ZGiiBDzTO/nE6Ek5BwhRmSsm1bsXJTJBTFjIwKTiJJjHAfdUlbU45CIt108sIIHmqlA4NI6OIKTtTfEykKpRyGvu4MkerJWW8s/ue1ExWcuynlcaIIx9NFQcKgiuA4D9ihgmDFhpogLKi+FeIeEggrnVpBh2DPvjxPGscV26rY16fF6kUWRx7sgwNQAjY4A1VwBWqgDjB4BM/gFbwZT8aL8W58TFtzRjazC/7A+PwBeDeWJw==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="VxGoISBNV8PhIKQPoPdEDyyGV38=">AAACAnicbVDLSsNAFJ3UV62vqCtxM1iEdmFJVNBl0Y3LCvYBTQyT6aQdOpnEmYm2hOLGX3HjQhG3foU7/8Zpm4W2HrhwOOde7r3HjxmVyrK+jdzC4tLySn61sLa+sbllbu80ZJQITOo4YpFo+UgSRjmpK6oYacWCoNBnpOn3L8d+854ISSN+o4YxcUPU5TSgGCkteebeneckMRIieigNyo6kISzZR4Py7YlnFq2KNQGcJ3ZGiiBDzTO/nE6Ek5BwhRmSsm1bsXJTJBTFjIwKTiJJjHAfdUlbU45CIt108sIIHmqlA4NI6OIKTtTfEykKpRyGvu4MkerJWW8s/ue1ExWcuynlcaIIx9NFQcKgiuA4D9ihgmDFhpogLKi+FeIeEggrnVpBh2DPvjxPGscV26rY16fF6kUWRx7sgwNQAjY4A1VwBWqgDjB4BM/gFbwZT8aL8W58TFtzRjazC/7A+PwBeDeWJw==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="VxGoISBNV8PhIKQPoPdEDyyGV38=">AAACAnicbVDLSsNAFJ3UV62vqCtxM1iEdmFJVNBl0Y3LCvYBTQyT6aQdOpnEmYm2hOLGX3HjQhG3foU7/8Zpm4W2HrhwOOde7r3HjxmVyrK+jdzC4tLySn61sLa+sbllbu80ZJQITOo4YpFo+UgSRjmpK6oYacWCoNBnpOn3L8d+854ISSN+o4YxcUPU5TSgGCkteebeneckMRIieigNyo6kISzZR4Py7YlnFq2KNQGcJ3ZGiiBDzTO/nE6Ek5BwhRmSsm1bsXJTJBTFjIwKTiJJjHAfdUlbU45CIt108sIIHmqlA4NI6OIKTtTfEykKpRyGvu4MkerJWW8s/ue1ExWcuynlcaIIx9NFQcKgiuA4D9ihgmDFhpogLKi+FeIeEggrnVpBh2DPvjxPGscV26rY16fF6kUWRx7sgwNQAjY4A1VwBWqgDjB4BM/gFbwZT8aL8W58TFtzRjazC/7A+PwBeDeWJw==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="VxGoISBNV8PhIKQPoPdEDyyGV38=">AAACAnicbVDLSsNAFJ3UV62vqCtxM1iEdmFJVNBl0Y3LCvYBTQyT6aQdOpnEmYm2hOLGX3HjQhG3foU7/8Zpm4W2HrhwOOde7r3HjxmVyrK+jdzC4tLySn61sLa+sbllbu80ZJQITOo4YpFo+UgSRjmpK6oYacWCoNBnpOn3L8d+854ISSN+o4YxcUPU5TSgGCkteebeneckMRIieigNyo6kISzZR4Py7YlnFq2KNQGcJ3ZGiiBDzTO/nE6Ek5BwhRmSsm1bsXJTJBTFjIwKTiJJjHAfdUlbU45CIt108sIIHmqlA4NI6OIKTtTfEykKpRyGvu4MkerJWW8s/ue1ExWcuynlcaIIx9NFQcKgiuA4D9ihgmDFhpogLKi+FeIeEggrnVpBh2DPvjxPGscV26rY16fF6kUWRx7sgwNQAjY4A1VwBWqgDjB4BM/gFbwZT8aL8W58TFtzRjazC/7A+PwBeDeWJw==</latexit>

q#(x) ⇠ (1� x)5
<latexit sha1_base64="partOpYTJwm41/3POHp3JfTj+Fw=">AAACBHicbVDLTgIxFO34RHyNumTTSExgIZkxGl0S3bjERB4JjJNO6UBD2xnbjkAICzf+ihsXGuPWj3Dn31hgFgqe5CYn59zb3nuCmFGlHefbWlpeWV1bz2xkN7e2d3btvf2aihKJSRVHLJKNACnCqCBVTTUjjVgSxANG6kHvauLXH4hUNBK3ehgTj6OOoCHFSBvJt3P3fqsd9QWSMuoXBsWWohwW3ONB8e7Mt/NOyZkCLhI3JXmQouLbX+YtnHAiNGZIqabrxNobIakpZmScbSWKxAj3UIc0DRWIE+WNpkeM4ZFR2jCMpCmh4VT9PTFCXKkhD0wnR7qr5r2J+J/XTHR44Y2oiBNNBJ59FCYM6ghOEoFtKgnWbGgIwpKaXSHuIomwNrllTQju/MmLpHZScp2Se3OaL1+mcWRADhyCAnDBOSiDa1ABVYDBI3gGr+DNerJerHfrY9a6ZKUzB+APrM8fGnGXEA==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="partOpYTJwm41/3POHp3JfTj+Fw=">AAACBHicbVDLTgIxFO34RHyNumTTSExgIZkxGl0S3bjERB4JjJNO6UBD2xnbjkAICzf+ihsXGuPWj3Dn31hgFgqe5CYn59zb3nuCmFGlHefbWlpeWV1bz2xkN7e2d3btvf2aihKJSRVHLJKNACnCqCBVTTUjjVgSxANG6kHvauLXH4hUNBK3ehgTj6OOoCHFSBvJt3P3fqsd9QWSMuoXBsWWohwW3ONB8e7Mt/NOyZkCLhI3JXmQouLbX+YtnHAiNGZIqabrxNobIakpZmScbSWKxAj3UIc0DRWIE+WNpkeM4ZFR2jCMpCmh4VT9PTFCXKkhD0wnR7qr5r2J+J/XTHR44Y2oiBNNBJ59FCYM6ghOEoFtKgnWbGgIwpKaXSHuIomwNrllTQju/MmLpHZScp2Se3OaL1+mcWRADhyCAnDBOSiDa1ABVYDBI3gGr+DNerJerHfrY9a6ZKUzB+APrM8fGnGXEA==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="partOpYTJwm41/3POHp3JfTj+Fw=">AAACBHicbVDLTgIxFO34RHyNumTTSExgIZkxGl0S3bjERB4JjJNO6UBD2xnbjkAICzf+ihsXGuPWj3Dn31hgFgqe5CYn59zb3nuCmFGlHefbWlpeWV1bz2xkN7e2d3btvf2aihKJSRVHLJKNACnCqCBVTTUjjVgSxANG6kHvauLXH4hUNBK3ehgTj6OOoCHFSBvJt3P3fqsd9QWSMuoXBsWWohwW3ONB8e7Mt/NOyZkCLhI3JXmQouLbX+YtnHAiNGZIqabrxNobIakpZmScbSWKxAj3UIc0DRWIE+WNpkeM4ZFR2jCMpCmh4VT9PTFCXKkhD0wnR7qr5r2J+J/XTHR44Y2oiBNNBJ59FCYM6ghOEoFtKgnWbGgIwpKaXSHuIomwNrllTQju/MmLpHZScp2Se3OaL1+mcWRADhyCAnDBOSiDa1ABVYDBI3gGr+DNerJerHfrY9a6ZKUzB+APrM8fGnGXEA==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="partOpYTJwm41/3POHp3JfTj+Fw=">AAACBHicbVDLTgIxFO34RHyNumTTSExgIZkxGl0S3bjERB4JjJNO6UBD2xnbjkAICzf+ihsXGuPWj3Dn31hgFgqe5CYn59zb3nuCmFGlHefbWlpeWV1bz2xkN7e2d3btvf2aihKJSRVHLJKNACnCqCBVTTUjjVgSxANG6kHvauLXH4hUNBK3ehgTj6OOoCHFSBvJt3P3fqsd9QWSMuoXBsWWohwW3ONB8e7Mt/NOyZkCLhI3JXmQouLbX+YtnHAiNGZIqabrxNobIakpZmScbSWKxAj3UIc0DRWIE+WNpkeM4ZFR2jCMpCmh4VT9PTFCXKkhD0wnR7qr5r2J+J/XTHR44Y2oiBNNBJ59FCYM6ghOEoFtKgnWbGgIwpKaXSHuIomwNrllTQju/MmLpHZScp2Se3OaL1+mcWRADhyCAnDBOSiDa1ABVYDBI3gGr+DNerJerHfrY9a6ZKUzB+APrM8fGnGXEA==</latexit>

Consistent with pQCD up to logarithmic corrections.

https://arxiv.org/abs/1909.13818

T. Liu, R.S. Suffian, G. De Tèramond, H.G. Dosch, A Deur, sjb
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to constrain the non-minimal sea quark.
The value of the isovector axial charge gA = 1.2732(23)

is precisely determined by the neutron weak decay [58].
As shown in Table I, its values evaluated with a minimal
sea component, gA,min, are smaller than the experimental
value. To in the value of gA with the minimal shift u⌧ !

u⌧ + �⌧,u, ū⌧ ! ū⌧ + �⌧,u and similarly for the d-quark,
implies a positive shift �⌧=5,u and/or �⌧=6,d. Therefore,
we satisfy the sum rule by the shift �⌧=5,u and �⌧=6,d, and
take the variation between them as part of the theoretical
uncertainty.
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FIG. 1. Polarized distributions of the isovector combina-
tion x[�u+(x)��d+(x)] in comparison with NNPDF global
fit [15] and experimental data [6–10, 12]. Three sets of param-
eters, see Table I, are determined from the Dirac form factor
and unpolarized valence distributions. The bands represent
the variation with di↵erent approaches to saturate the axial
sum rule. The blue dashed curve shows the result with only
valence state contribution.

For the universal reparametrization function w(x), we
take the same form as in [50],

w(x) = x
1�x exp[�a(1 � x)2], (31)

with the parameter “a” fixed with the first moment of
unpolarized valence quark distributions. One can in
principle adopt any parametrization form that fulfills
the boundary conditions (7) and (8), and the predictive
power is kept by the universality of w(x) for all PDFs.
For comparison with measurements, we evolve the distri-
butions from 1.06GeV, which is the matching scale sug-
gested by the study of the strong coupling constant [59].
As shown in Figs. 1-3, our numerical results are in good
agreement with the global fit [15] and measurements [6–
10, 12]. The isovector combination �u+ � �d+, where
u+ and d+ stand for u + ū and d + d̄, is the distribu-
tion relevant to the axial charge sum rule (30). In Fig. 1,
the dashed blue curve is the contribution from the va-
lence state only, and the di↵erence with the full results,

FIG. 2. Polarized distributions of u, d, ū, and d̄ in comparison
with NNPDF global fit [15] and experimental data [10, 12].
The bands have the same meaning as in Fig. 1.

FIG. 3. Helicity asymmetries of u + ū and d + d̄ compared
with measurements. The bands and symbols have the same
meaning as in Fig. 1.

cases I, II and III, which include saturation of the ax-
ial sum rule is noticeable. This is consistent with the
analysis of the Pauli form factor in [60], which demon-
strates the significance of the sea quarks in describing
spin-related quantities. For each single flavor, shown in
Fig. 2, the variation of the results with three sets of co-
e�cients is large, because the sea quark coe�cients are
not well constrained by the procedure discussed above.
Furthermore, the truncation of the Fock state up to five-
quark states allowing only one pair of sea quarks may
potentially result in greater theoretical uncertainties for
each individual flavor. The axial sum rule provides an
important constraint but still leave some flexibility, like
adding the same term to uū and dd̄. Since the goal of this
letter is to introduce a new approach to study polarized
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Polarized distributions for the 

isovector combination x[∆u+ (x) − ∆d+ (x)]

u+(x) = u(x) + ū(x)d+(x) = d(x) + d̄(x)

Δq(x) = q↑(x) − q↓(x)



Novel QCD Physics of Heavy Quark 
Hadroproduction 

 Stan Brodsky
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LFHQCD: Underlying Principles

• Poincarè Invariance: Independent of the observer’s Lorentz 
frame:  Quantization at Fixed Light-Front Time τ 

• Causality: Information within causal horizon:  Light-Front 

• Light-Front Holography: AdS5 = LF (3+1) 

• Introduce Mass Scale κ while retaining the Conformal 
Invariance of the Action (dAFF) 

• Unique Dilaton in AdS5:   

• Unique color-confining LF Potential 

• Superconformal Algebra:  Mass Degenerate 4-Plet:

U(⇣2) = 4⇣2

e+2z2

Meson qq̄ $ Baryon q[qq] $ Tetraquark [qq][q̄q̄]

z $ ⇣ where ⇣2 = b2?x(1� x)
Exploring QCD, Cambridge, August 20-24, 2007 Page 9
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Hadroproduction 
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c

c̄

Fixed LF time

Higher Fock States of the Proton:

Wavefunction at fixed LF time:  Arbitrarily Off-Shell in Invariant Mass

Eigenstate of LF Hamiltonian : all Fock states contribute 
Off-shell in invariant mass

|p, Jz >=
X

n=3

 n(xi,~k?i,�i)|n;xi,~k?i,�i >

HQCD
LF |ψ >=M2|ψ >



n E866/NuSea (Drell-Yan)

Intrinsic sea quarks

d̄(x) �= ū(x)

Interactions of quarks at same
rapidity in 5-quark Fock state



Novel QCD Physics of Heavy Quark 
Hadroproduction 

 Stan Brodsky

9 October 2019

Do heavy quarks exist in the proton at high x?

Conventional wisdom: impossible!

Heavy quarks generated only at low x 
via DGLAP evolution 
from gluon splitting

Conventional wisdom is wrong even in QED!

s(x, µ2
F ) = c(x, µ2

F ) = b(x, µ2
F ) ⌘ 0

at starting scale Q2
0 = µ2

F

�46



• Non-symmetric strange and antistrange sea? 

• Non-perturbative physics; e.g  

• Important for interpreting NuTeV anomaly 

|uudss̄ >' |�(uds)K+(s̄u) >

k2
F /

�k2
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⇥d! J/⇧np
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s̄
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ep ! e0KX
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Measure strangeness distribution  
in Semi-Inclusive DIS at JLab

Is s(x) = s̄(x)?

Tag struck quark flavor in semi-inclusive DIS ep! e0K+X

B. Q. Ma, sjb
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with Nτ defined in (40). In the conformal limit, ΔM2 ¼ 0,
we have R ¼ 8

9. Incorporating quark masses,ΔM2
ϕ ¼ 1.96λ,

we have R ¼ 0.80. This small-x behavior leads to the
condition Is ≥ ð1− RÞα from Eq. (70). Together with
α ≥ Ns we have the condition

Ns ≤ α ≤
1

1− R
Is: ð76Þ

Because the ratio qτ¼5ðxÞ=qτ¼6ðxÞ is monotonically
increasing, the condition (76) ensures sðxÞ ≥ 0 and
s̄ðxÞ ≥ 0 over the full range of x.
The solution which minimizes the strange sea probability

corresponds to α ¼ Ns and Is ¼ ð1− RÞNs with longi-
tudinal quark distributions

sðxÞ ¼ Nsqτ¼5ðxÞ þ ðIs − NsÞqτ¼6ðxÞ; ð77Þ

s̄ðxÞ ¼ Isqτ¼6ðxÞ: ð78Þ

We show in Fig. 7 the holographic results for the individual
quark distributions sðxÞ and s̄ðxÞ. The results correspond to
the lower bound Is ¼ 0.92%. As we discussed in Sec. II,
the strange distribution sðxÞ should have its support for

larger values of the longitudinal momentum x, as compared
with s̄ðxÞ, to lead to negative sðxÞ − s̄ðxÞ asymmetry at
small-x and to a positive asymmetry at large-x. This
important property is verified for the holographic quark
distributions shown in Fig. 7. One can observe in Fig. 7
(left) that the high-twist suppression at large-x from local
counting rules is significant for the sðxÞ leading-twist-5
distribution above x ∼ 0.7and for the s̄ðxÞ twist-6 distri-
bution above x ∼ 0.6.
The positive form factor Fs

1ðQ2Þ obtained from the
lattice calculations [5,6], shown in Fig. 2, requires that
the strange quarks are more concentrated at small trans-
verse separation compared with the antistrange quarks (See
Sec. II). As shown in Fig. 8 this is indeed the case for the
LFHQCD results computed from the coordinate space
transverse distribution given by Eq. (18).

V. DISCUSSIONS AND CONCLUSIONS

In this article, we have demonstrated that a nonzero
strangeness contribution to the spacelike electromagnetic
form factor of the nucleon Fs

1ðQ2Þ ≠ 0 implies a strange-
antistrange asymmetry in the nucleon’s light-front wave
function and thus in the nucleon PDF.

FIG. 7. The distributions xsðxÞ (continuous curves) and xs̄ðxÞ (dashed curves) correspond to the minimum intrinsic strange probability
Is ¼ 0.2Ns with Ns ¼ 0.047,

ffiffiffi
λ

p
¼ 0.534 GeV, and M2

ϕ ¼ 1.96λ. The results with massless quarks are included for comparison.

FIG. 8. Light-front holographic results for the asymmetric strange and antistrange quark distributions in transverse coordinate space
corresponding to the minimum possible intrinsic strange probability.
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Input: nonzero lattice axial form factor
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Duality with  meson-nucleon fluctuations|KΛ >
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Quarks at high x!
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g ! QQ̄ at low x: High M2
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• Rigorous prediction of QCD, OPE

• Color-Octet Color-Octet Fock State! 

• Probability

• Large Effect at high x

• Greatly increases kinematics of colliders  such as Higgs production 
at high xF (Kopeliovich, Schmidt, Soffer, Goldhaber, sjb)

• Severely underestimated in conventional parameterizations of 
heavy quark distributions (Pumplin, Tung)

• Many empirical tests  (Gardener, Karliner, ..)
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Intrinsic Heavy-Quark Fock States
M. Polyakov, et. al



J. J. Aubert et al. [European Muon Collaboration], “Pro-
duction Of Charmed Particles In 250-Gev Mu+ - Iron In-
teractions,” Nucl. Phys. B 213, 31 (1983).

First Evidence for Intrinsic Charm

Measurement of Charm Structure  
Function! 

DGLAP / Photon-Gluon Fusion: factor of 30 too small

factor of 30 !

Two Components (separate evolution):

c(x,Q2) = c(x, Q2)extrinsic + c(x, Q2)intrinsic

gluon splitting 
(DGLAP)

Hoyer, Peterson, Sakai, sjb
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Evidence for Intrinsic Charm

Measurement of Charm Structure Function! 

DGLAP / Photon-Gluon Fusion: factor of 30 too small

factor of 30 !

Two Components (separate evolution):

c(x,Q2) = c(x, Q2)extrinsic + c(x, Q2)intrinsic

gluon splitting 
(DGLAP)

 New Analysis:
R.D. Ball, et al. [NNPDF Collaboration],

  “A Determination of the Charm Content 
of the Proton,''

  arXiv:1605.06515 [hep-ph].

< xcc̄ >p' 1%

x c(x,Q)

EMC
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b⇤ = O(1/MQ)
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M2
Q

PQQ̄ ⇥
1

M2
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Pcc̄/p � 1%
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Q
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b⌅ = O(1/MQ)

Hoyer, Peterson, Sakai, sjb

Intrinsic Heavy-Quark Fock states 

• Rigorous prediction of QCD, OPE 

• Color-Octet Color-Octet Fock State  

• Probability 

• Large Effect at high x 

• Greatly increases kinematics of colliders  such as 
Higgs production (Kopeliovich, Schmidt, Soffer, 
sjb) 

• Underestimated in conventional 
parameterizations of heavy quark distributions 

• Many EIC tests  OPE: Collins, S. Ellis, Gunion, Mueller, sjb
Franz, Goecke, M. Polyakov, 



Valparaiso, Chile  May 19-20, 2011 

c

c

c̄

P+ = P0 + Pz

Fixed ⌅ = t + z/c

xi = k+

P+ = k0+k3

P0+Pz

⇧(⇤, b�)

⇥ = d�s(Q2)
d lnQ2 < 0

u

p

p Q

Q

Color confinement potential from AdS/QCD

M2
n =

Pn
i=1(

k2
?+m2

x )i

 n(~k?i, xi) / 1
n�1 e�M2

n/2
2

⇧n
j=1

1p
xj

Minimally Off-Shell

U(ζ2) = κ4ζ2 = κ4b2
⊥x(1 − x)



Properties of Color-Confining LFWF

• minimal

• Maximum when

• Maximum overlap at matching rapidity

M2
n =

Pn
i=1(

k2
?+m2

x )i

xi =/ m?i =
p

m2
i + k2?i

�y = ya � yb = log xa
m?a

� log xb
m?b

y = 1
2 log

k+

k� = log xP+

m?

Frame independent

Relative to proton �y = yH � yp = log xH

m?H/mp

 n(~k?i, xi) / 1
n�1 e�M2

n/2
2

⇧n
j=1

1p
xj

Feynman:  Correlations with proton Δy < 2



Properties of  Non-Perturbative 
Five-Quark Fock-State

• Dominant configuration: mininum off-
shell, same rapidity

• Heavy quarks have most of the LF 
momentum  

• Correlated with proton quantum 
numbers

• Duality with meson-baryon channels

• strangeness asymmetry at x > 0.1

• Maximally energy efficient
u
d

u
Q̄
Q

P+ = P0 + Pz

Fixed ⌅ = t + z/c

xi = k+

P+ = k0+k3

P0+Pz

⇧(⇤, b�)

⇥ = d�s(Q2)
d lnQ2 < 0

u

< xQ > ∝ m2
Q + k2

⊥
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Abstract: We review the technique of heavy quark mass expansion of various
operators made of heavy quark fields using a semiclassical approximation. It
corresponds to an operator product expansion in the form of series in the inverse
heavy quark mass. This technique applied recently to the axial current is used
to estimate the charm content of the ⌘, ⌘0 mesons and the intrinsic charm con-
tribution to the proton spin. The derivation of heavy quark mass expansion for
Q̄�5Q is given here in detail and the expansions of the scalar, vector and tensor
current and of a contribution to the energy-momentum tensor are presented as
well. The obtained results are used to estimate the intrinsic charm contribution
to various observables.

Heavy quark mass expansion and intrinsic charm in light hadrons. 
M. Franz (Ruhr U., Bochum), Maxim V. Polyakov (Ruhr U., Bochum & St. Petersburg, INP), K. Goeke (Ruhr U., Bochum).  

Feb 2000  
 
 

Phys.Rev. D62 (2000) 074024 
e-Print: hep-ph/0002240

http://inspirebeta.net/author/Franz%2C%20M.?ln=en
http://www.slac.stanford.edu/spires/find/inst/wwwinspire?icncp=Ruhr%20U.,%20Bochum
http://inspirebeta.net/author/Polyakov%2C%20Maxim%20V.?ln=en
http://www.slac.stanford.edu/spires/find/inst/wwwinspire?icncp=Ruhr%20U.,%20Bochum
http://www.slac.stanford.edu/spires/find/inst/wwwinspire?icncp=St.%20Petersburg,%20INP
http://inspirebeta.net/author/Goeke%2C%20K.?ln=en
http://www.slac.stanford.edu/spires/find/inst/wwwinspire?icncp=Ruhr%20U.,%20Bochum
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Figure 3: The total charmed quark density xc(x, µ2) as a function of x at di↵erent values of
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IC contribution at w = 1 %, the dashed-double-dotted line corresponds to the IC at w = 2 %,

the dashed-dotted curve is the IC at w = 3 % and the double-dashed line corresponds to the

IC at w = 3.5 %.
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Bednyakov, Lykasov, Smiesko, Tokar, sjb

xc(x, µ2)

w = P intrinsic
cc̄



μ+

μ−
e−

Z+

[Z+e−] γ*

Intrinsic Muons in Electronic Atomic Self Energy

ℳ ∝ (Zα2)
κ4

B

m4
μ

Bohr momentum κB = Zαmμ



μ+

μ−

e−

Z

[Z+e−] γ*

γ*

Intrinsic Muons Produced from Dissociation of Electronic Atoms

[Z+e−]A → Z+e−μ+μ−A′�

Produces muon pairs at high xF
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Coalescence of Comoving Charm and Valence Quarks
Produce J/ψ, Λc and other Charm Hadrons at High xF

X

Spectator counting rules 
dN

dxF
/ (1� xF )2nspect�1

Coalesece of comovers produces high xF heavy hadrons

⇤c  H(xi,~k?i,�i)

LFWF maximum at equal rapidity

maximum at minimal invariant mass  

High xF hadrons combine most of the comovers, fewest spectators

—> Asymmetries of leading hadrons 

Vogt, sjb



Barger, Halzen, Keung

Intrinsic c 
(active and 
spectator)

DGLAP (fusion)

Δy = log x

2 1 0.5 0.25 00.1

PRD 25 (1981)
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Large xF 
production 
close to the 
maximum 
allowed by 

phase space!
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Coalescence of Comoving Charm and Valence Quarks
Produce J/ψ, Λc and other Charm Hadrons at High xF

PX X

Spectator counting rules 
dN

dxF
/ (1� xF )2nspect�1

Coalescence of comovers produces high xF heavy 
hadrons



c

b̄

b

First Evidence for Intrinsic Bottom!



Update on Double Charm Baryons
My Personal List of Mysteries in Charm and Beauty

Other SELEX Charm Results
Summary

Beauty Mysteries – b in ISR

CERN-ISR R422 (Split Field Magnet), 1988/1991

0
b pD0 0

b c
Il Nuovo Cimento 104, 1787

Jürgen Engelfried DCB 43/64

Associated e+ Associated e-_

pp� �b(bud)B(b̄q)X at large xF

Create ⇤b at rest at LHCb at
p

s =
p

13000 = 115 GeV

p
s = 63 GeV

Discovery of ⇤b; Associated Production; Evidence for Intrinsic bb̄



1/6/2017 pdgLive

http://pdglive.lbl.gov/DataBlock.action?node=S040M&init= 1/2

pdgLive Home   >      >   

2016 Review of Particle Physics.

Please use this CITATION: C. Patrignani et al.(Particle Data Group), Chin. Phys. C, 40, 100001 (2016).

 MASS

VALUE (MeV) EVTS DOCUMENT ID TECN COMMENT

OUR AVERAGE

 1 AAIJ 2014AA LHCB   at 7 TeV
  2 AALTONEN 2014B CDF   at 1.96 TeV

  2 AAD 2013U ATLS   at 7 TeV
  2 AAIJ 2013AV LHCB   at 7 TeV

  3 ABE 1997B CDF   at  TeV
  4 4 ABREU 1996N DLPH    
  4 4 BUSKULIC 1996L ALEP    

*** We do not use the following data for averages, fits, limits, etc ***
  2 AAIJ 2012E LHCB Repl. by AAIJ 2013AV

  5 ACOSTA 2006 CDF Repl. by AALTONEN 2014B

not seen 6 ABE 1993B CDF Repl. by ABE 1997B

  16 7 ALBAJAR 1991E UA1   630 GeV
 52 BARI 1991 SFM   
 90 BARI 1991 SFM   

1  Uses exclusively reconstructed final states    and    decays. The uncertainty includes both statistical and
systematic contributions.
2  Uses    fully reconstructed decays.
3  ABE 1997B observed 38 events with a background of   events in the mass range  , a significance of 
standard deviations.
4  Uses 4 fully reconstructed  events.
5  Uses exclusively reconstructed final states containing a    decays.
6  ABE 1993B states that, based on the signal claimed by ALBAJAR 1991E, CDF should have found      events.
Instead, CDF found not more than 2 events.
7  ALBAJAR 1991E claims   events above a background of   events, a significance of about 5 standard deviations.

References

AAIJ 2014AA PRL 112 202001 Study of Beauty Hadron Decays into Pairs of Charm Hadrons

AALTONEN 2014B PR D89 072014 Mass and Lifetime Measurements of Bottom and Charm Baryons in  Collisions at  =
1.96 TeV

AAD 2013U PR D87 032002 Measurement of the  Lifetime and Mass in the ATLAS Experiment
AAIJ 2013AV PRL 110 182001 Measurement of the  ,  and  Baryon Masses
AAIJ 2012E PL B708 241 Measurement of -Hadron Masses
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Production of a Double-Charm Baryon

X

SELEX  high xF < xF >= 0.33

pp ⌅ p + H + p

H, Z0, �b

b⌃ ⇤ 1/Q

Must have �Lz = ±1 to have nonzero F2

Use charge radius R2 = �6F ⇧1(0)

and anomalous moment ⇥ = F2(0)



Intrinsic Heavy Quark Contribution to  
Quarkonium Hadroproduction at High xF

c̄

c

u
g

u

u

u u

d

d

c

xi �
m�i�
j m�j

Maximal Wavefunction Strength at Minimal 
Invariant Mass   : Equal Rapidity

pp� J/�X

J/�

p

p

xF (J/�) = xc + xc̄ � 0.8

Vogt, sjb

     Lansberg, sjb
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Scattering on front-face nucleon produces color-singlet     paircc̄

u

Octet-Octet IC Fock State

Color-Opaque IC Fock state 
interacts on nuclear front surface  

d⇤
dxF

(pA ⇤ J/⌅X) = A2/3 � d⇤
dxF

(pN ⇤ J/⌅X)

fb

⇥q ⇤ �⇥q

�⇥

⇥

p

↵

p

c

c̄

No absorption of  
small color-singlet

g

Kopeliovich, 
Schmidt, Soffer, sjb

A

High xF

J/�
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1/16/2005 Mike Leitch 12

Nuclear modification of parton level structure & dynamics

Modification of parton momentum 
distributions of nucleons embedded in nuclei
• shadowing – depletion of low-momentum 
partons (gluons)
• coherence & dynamical shadowing 
• gluon saturation – e.g. color glass condensate, 
a specific/fundamental model of gluon 
saturation which gives shadowing in nuclei

800 GeV p-A (FNAL)   !A = !p*A"

PRL 84, 3256 (2000); PRL 72, 2542 (1994)

open charm: no A-dep

at mid-rapidity

= x
1
-x

2

Q = 2 GeV
5 GeV

10 GeV

Gluon shadowing

Gerland, Frankfurt, Strikman,

Stocker & Greiner (hep-ph/9812322)

Nuclear effects on parton “dynamics”
• energy loss of partons as they propagate 
through nuclei
• and (associated?) multiple scattering 
effects (Cronin effect)
• absorption of J/! on nucleons or co-
movers; compared to no-absorption for 
open charm production

Remarkably Strong Nuclear 
Dependence for Fast Charmonium

M. Leitch

 Violation of factorization in charm hadroproduction. 
P. Hoyer, M. Vanttinen (Helsinki U.) ,  U. Sukhatme (Illinois U., Chicago) . HU-TFT-90-14, May 1990. 7pp.  

 Published in Phys.Lett.B246:217-220,1990

Violation of PQCD Factorization!

d⇥
dxF

(pA� J/⇤X)

d⇥
dxF

(�A� J/⇤X)

xF

A2/3 component

A1 component

Fits conventional PQCD subprocesses

IC Explains large excess of quarkonia at large xF,  A-dependence
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Clear dependence
 on xF and 

beam energy

d�

dxF
(pA� J/⇥X) ⇥ A�

800 GeV

158 GeV

α

Dramatic change in nuclear dependence 



J/ψ nuclear dependence versus rapidity, xAu, xF 
PHENIX compared to lower energy measurements

Klein,Vogt, PRL 91:142301,2003  
Kopeliovich, NP A696:669,2001 

E866: PRL 84, 3256 (2000) 
NA3: ZP C20, 101 (1983)

M.Leitch

Huge 
“absorption” 

effect 

d⇥
dxF

(pA� J/⇤X)

d⇥
dxF

(�A� J/⇤X)

xF

A2/3 component

A1 component

Fits conventional PQCD subprocesses

Violates PQCD 
factorization!

Hoyer, Sukhatme, Vanttinen

Violates PQCD Factorization: A�(xF ) not A�(x2)
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A1 component
consistent with sum of
gg and q̄q fusion



pA� J/⇥X
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Excess beyond  conventional PQCD subprocesses
J. Badier et al, NA3
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Fig. 3. The fi# pair distributions are shown in (a) and (c) for the 

pion and proton projectiles. Similarly, the distributions of J/$‘s 

from the pairs are shown in (b) and (d). Our calculations are 

compared with the n-N data at 150 and 280 GeV/c [ I]. The 

x++, distributions are normalized to the number of pairs from both 

pion beams (a) and the number of pairs from the 400 GeV proton 

measurement (c) The number of single J/e’s is twice the number 

of pairs. 

x+ = ~it,/pt,~a~ in Fig. 3. The +$ pair distributions 

are shown in Fig. 3(a) and 3(c) and the associated 

the single J/I) distributions in pair events are shown 

in Fig. 3(b) and 3(d) . Both are normalized to the 

data with the single J/r/ normalization twice that of 

the pair. 

4. Other tests of the intrinsic heavy quark 

mechanism 

The intrinsic charm model provides a natural expla- 

nation of double J/e hadroproduction and thus gives 

strong phenomenological support for the presence of 

intrinsic heavy quark states in hadrons. While the gen- 

eral agreement with the intrinsic charm model is quite 

good, the excess events at medium xlfi~l suggests that 

intrinsic charm may not be the only @$ QCD produc- 

tion mechanism present or that the model parameteri- 

zation with a constant vertex function is too oversim- 

plified. The x,++,+ distributions can also be affected by 

the A dependence. Additional mechanisms, including 

an update of previous models [ 3-71, will be presented 

in a separate paper [ 81. 

The intrinsic heavy quark model can also be used to 

predict the features of heavier quarkonium hadropro- 

duction, such as YY, Y$, and (6~) (Eb) pairs. Using 

fib = 4.6 GeV, we find that the single Y and YY pair 

x distributions are similar to the equivalent I,& distri- 

butions. The average mass, (MYY), is 21.4 GeV for 

pion projectiles and 21.7 GeV for a proton, a few GeV 

above threshold, 2my = 18.9 GeV. The xy@ pair distri- 

butions are also similar to the +@ distributions but we 

note that (xy) = 0.44 and (xe) = 0.30 from a l&fcCbb) 

configuration and (xy) = 0.39 and (x$) = 0.27 from 

a luudc&) configuration. Here (MY@) = 14.9 GeV 

with a pion projectile and 15.2 GeV with a proton, 

again a few GeV above threshold, my + rn+ = 12.6 

GeV. 

It is clearly important for the double J/+ measure- 

ments to be repeated with higher statistics and also at 

higher energies. The same intrinsic Fock states will 

also lead to the production of multi-charmed baryons 

in the proton fragmentation region. It is also interesting 

to study the correlations of the heavy quarkonium pairs 

to search for possible new four-quark bound states and 

final state interactions generated by multiple gluon ex- 

change [ 71. It has been suggested that such QCD Van 

der Waals interactions could be anomalously strong at 

low relative rapidity [ 22,231. 

There are many ways in which the intrinsic heavy 

quark content of light hadrons can be tested. More 

measurements of the charm and bottom structure func- 

tions at large XF are needed to confirm the EMC data 

[ 151. Charm production in the proton fragmentation 

region in deep inelastic lepton-proton scattering is sen- 

sitive to the hidden charm in the proton wavefunction. 

The presence of intrinsic heavy quarks in the hadron 

wavefunction also enhances heavy flavor production 

in hadronic interactions near threshold. More gener- 

ally, the intrinsic heavy quark model leads to enhanced 

open and hidden heavy quark production and leading 

particle correlations at high XF in hadron collisions 

with a distinctive strongly-shadowed nuclear depen- 

dence characteristic of soft hadronic collisions. 
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[ 121. For soft interactions at momentum scale CL, the 

intrinsic heavy quark cross section is suppressed by a 

resolving factor cc &2/m; [ 131. 

There is substantial circumstantial evidence for the 

existence of intrinsic CL! states in light hadrons. For ex- 

ample, the charm structure function of the proton mea- 

sured by EMC is significantly larger than predicted by 

photon-gluon fusion at large XBj [ 151. Leading charm 

production in TN and hyperon-N collisions also re- 

quires a charm source beyond leading twist [ 13,161. 

The NA3 experiment has also shown that the single 

J/$ cross section at large XF is greater than expected 

from gg and q?j production [ 171. Additionally, intrin- 

sic charm may account for the anomalous longitudi- 

nal polarization of the J/+4 at large XF [ 181 seen in 

?rN -+ J/+X interactions. 

Over a sufficiently short time, the pion can contain 

Fock states of arbitrary complexity. For example, two 

intrinsic CC pairs may appear simultaneously in the 

quantum fluctuations of the projectile wavefunction 

and then, freed in an energetic interaction, coalesce 

to form a pair of I,!J’s. We shall estimate the creation 
-- 

probability of ~~vcccc) Fock states, where nv = &I for 

7~- and nv = uud for proton projectiles, assuming that 

all of the double J/I,~ events arise from these configu- 

rations. We then examine the x+$ and invariant mass 

distributions of the $$ pairs and the x,,+ distribution 

for the single $‘s arising from these Fock states. 

2. Intrinsic charm Fock states 

The probability distribution for a general n-particle 

intrinsic CC Fock state as a function of x and kr is 

written as 

(1) 

where N,, normalizes the Fock state probability. In 

the model, the vertex function in the intrinsic charm 

wavefunction is assumed to be relatively slowly vary- 

ing; the particle distributions are then controlled by the 

light-cone energy denominator and phase space. This 

form for the higher Fock wavefunctions generalizes 

for an arbitrary number of light and heavy quark com- 

ponents. The Fock states containing charmed quarks 

can be materialized by a soft collision in the target 

which brings the state on shell. The distribution of 

produced open and hidden charm states will reflect the 

underlying shape of the Fock state wavefunction. 

The invariant mass of a c.? pair, M,, from such a 

Fock state is 

(2) 

where n = 4 and 5 is the number of partons in the 

lowest lying meson and baryon intrinsic CC Fock states. 

The probability to produce a J/(/I from an intrinsic 

CT state is proportional to the fraction of intrinsic ci? 

production below the Or, threshold. The fraction of 

CC pairs with 2m, < MC? < 2rno is 

The ratio fc~jr is approximately 15% larger than fc~iP 

for 1.2 < m, < 1.8 GeV. However, not all c?‘s pro- 

duced below the DB threshold will produce a final- 

state J/S. We include two suppression factors to es- 

timate J/q5 production, one reflecting the number of 

quarkonium channels available with McT < 2rno and 

one for the c and C to coalesce with each other rather 

than combine with valence quarks to produce open 

charm states. The “channel” suppression factor, s, z 

0.3, is estimated from direct and indirect J/$ produc- 

tion, including x1 and xz radiative and +’ hadronic 

decays. The combinatoric “flavor” suppression factor, 

of, is l/2 for a IEdcC) state and l/4 for a IuudcC) 

state. In Fig. 1 we show the predicted fraction of $‘s 

produced from intrinsic CC pairs, 

f@lh = s,sf.fE/h ) (4) 

as a function of m,. We take m, = I .5 GeV, suggesting 

f ur  M 0.03 and f e j p M 0.014. 

NA3 Data

πA! J/ψJ/ψX

µ2
R = CQ2

⌅(Q2) = C0 + C1�s(µR) + C2�2
s(µR) + · · ·

⇧ = 1
2x�P+

⇥p⌅ µ+µ�p

Oberwölz

All events have xF
⌃⌃ > 0.4 !

⇧(pp⌅ cX) ⇤ 1µb

Excludes `color drag’ model

R. Vogt, sjb 
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• IC Explains Anomalous �(xF ) not �(x2)
dependence of pA⇥ J/⌅X

(Mueller, Gunion, Tang, SJB)

• Color Octet IC Explains A2/3 behavior at
high xF (NA3, Fermilab)
(Kopeliovitch, Schmidt, So�er, SJB)

• IC Explains J/⌅ ⇥ ⇤⇥ puzzle
(Karliner, SJB)

• IC leads to new e�ects in B decay
(Gardner, SJB)

Color Opaqueness

Higgs production at xF = 0.8
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pp� p + J/� + p

pp� p + H + p
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< xF >= 0.33

Minimize LF energy denominator

pp� p + J/� + p

pp� p + H + p

Also:

c
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< xF >= 0.33

Minimize LF energy denominator

pp� p + J/� + p

pp� p + H + p

Also:

c

c̄

< xF >= 0.33

Minimize LF energy denominator

pp� p + J/� + p

pp� p + H + p

Also:

c

c̄

< xF >= 0.33

Minimize LF energy denominator

X R. Vogt, sjb 

Cannot be explained  
by Color Drag Model



• EMC data: c(x, Q2) > 30�DGLAP
Q2 = 75 GeV2, x = 0.42

• High xF pp⇤ J/�X

• High xF pp⇤ J/�J/�X

• High xF pp⇤ �cX

• High xF pp⇤ �bX

• High xF pp⇤ ⇥(ccd)X (SELEX)

Interesting spin, charge asymmetry, threshold, spectator effects
Important corrections to B decays; Quarkonium decays

Gardner, Karliner, sjb

Explain Tevatron anomalies: pp̄! �cX,ZcX

Rules out color drag (Pythia)



and the portion of the vertex-z distribution used in the analysis.
The dijet mass peak centroid is stable for different event selec-
tions and varying jet background estimates, and is found to be
18.12 ± 0.15 (stat) ± 0.6 (sys) GeV/c2.

Further systematic studies were conducted to establish if in-
strumental effects were responsible for the dijet mass peak. The
cell with the largest energy deposition of those found for the di-
jet is distributed nearly uniformly over the azimuth. The dijet
mass peak is not due to a small number of calorimeter cells.
Given that energy depositions far exceed xF scaling limits, it
was also examined if saturation of the electronics was responsi-
ble for the mass peak. The peak is present for dijet patterns that
do not saturate the electronics. It is also ruled out that special
conditions of the colliding beams are responsible, by finding
that yields of the dijet mass peak are relatively constant for the
data taking period. Acceptance requirements and collision ver-
tex requirements were also varied, with minimal effect on the
mass peak. We conclude that the dijet mass peak in Fig. 7 is not
an effect of the instrumentation.

The question then becomes whether it is plausible that a new
particle can give rise to a peak in the forward dijet mass. To ad-
dress this, we used matrix elements for p+ p→ h0+X available
in PYTHIA, at

√
s = 1200 GeV chosen to result in subtantial

production probability for h0 in the energy range from E > 250
GeV. The resonance mass was adjusted in the simulation to be
M = 18.2 GeV/c2 and the full width of the resonance was left
at the default of 20 keV. Decays of h0 were limited to jet pairs.
GEANT simulations were run on the simulated events, and re-
constructions of these events were then done. The resulting
dijet mass distribution is overlayed with background subtracted
data in the right column of Fig. 7. Production of a resonance
that decays to two jets describes the centroid and width of the
Cu+Au dijet data. It was further confirmed that the jets recon-
structed matched the directions and energies of the parton decay
daughters of the resonance. Since the input resonance width is
small, the dijet width is limited by the resolution of jet find-
ing and detector effects. Model studies of resonance production
show that the opening angle between the reconstructed jets does
not match the opening angle between the resonance daughters,
resulting in energy dependence to the reconstructed mass. This
is attributed to finite acceptance effects, which model studies
show are small at the energies in Fig. 7.

Checks of the jet energy scale with embedding compensation
were made by extending the analysis from dijets to combina-
tions of larger number of jets. The left panel of Fig. 8 shows
results for the inclusive 3-jet mass, where valid jets are within
the acceptance with energy > 60 GeV. HIJING/GEANT simu-
lations are also shown, and describe the increasing background
as 3-jet mass increases. A peak in Cu+Au data is evident
with statistical significance of 5.4 standard deviations. Simu-
lations of Υ(1S) production with either PYTHIA/GEANT or
PYONIA/GEANT have been studied, and also result in a 3-jet
mass peak. Consequently, we attribute the peak in 3-jet mass
from Cu+Au collisions to Υ(1S)→ 3g, studied in e+e− colli-
sions [24]. Production of Υ(1S) in p+p collisions at the energy
shown in Fig. 8 is not possible for

√
s =

√
sNN because it is

beyond the kinematic limit for the rapidity acceptance of the

data. However, via parton energy increase by string fusion in
Cu+Au collisions, Υ(1S) production is feasible for

√
s = 1100

GeV p+p collisions, which is the p+p equivalent collision en-
ergy deduced from Fig. 5. Yield determinations from 3-jet re-
constructions are uncertain because of sensitivity to UE contri-
butions. There is no heavy-ion model that includes string fusion
and proper treatment of heavy-quark or Υ production. Conse-
quently, our simulation studies are restricted to PYTHIA. There
is strong tune dependence to whether these simulations produce
a 3-jet mass peak, and there is evidence that UE contributions in
Cu+Au for Feynman scaling violations is smaller than in high-
energy p+p collisions. The known mass [25] of Υ(1S) con-
strains the jet energy scale to ±2% using a method described in
[7].
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Figure 8: Evidence for Υ(1S) via its decay to three jets. (left pair) Inclusive for-
ward production from Cu+Au collisions overlayed with HIJING/GEANT simu-
lation. A 5.2σ peak is observed in the data. Comparison is to PYTHIA/GEANT
p+p simulations at

√
s = 1200 GeV, using the Perugia 0 tune. (right) ∼5σ evi-

dence for forward pair Υ(1S) production. All Cu+Au distributions have vertical
axes scaled as 107/NMB.

The right panel of Fig. 8 shows ∼5 standard deviation ev-
idence for double Υ(1S) production, where each Υ is recon-
structed from 3-jet combinations. Given that this analysis has
little combinatoric background, the jet energy threshold is low-
ered from 60 GeV used for the inclusive 3-jet analysis to 43
GeV, used to search for doubleΥ production. The lower thresh-
old increases the efficiency for Υ → 3g, given the energy dis-
tribution of the gluons [26]. Although the acceptance for this
is small, such production is expected from DPS, as for jet pairs
in Cu+Au collisions. Double Υ(1S) reconstruction is evident in
analysis of double PYONIA/GEANT events. There is no UE in
those simulations by construction.

Based on the dijet mass peak position (Fig. 7) and evidence
for single and doubleΥ(1S) production (Fig. 8) , the most likely
candidate for the dijet mass peak is an all-b tetraquark, Xb, a
configuration of bbbb. There are many recent theoretical cal-
culations of the mass of this object. Karliner, Rosner, and
Nussiov [27] (KRN) make estimates of the mass of Xb based
on systematics of meson and baryon masses. They estimate
MX = 18.826± 0.025 GeV/c2. They also estimate a production
cross section of 1 pb for p+p interactions at the LHC (

√
s = 13

TeV), based in part on a report of doubleΥ(1S ) production [28]
in p+p collisions at

√
s = 8 TeV. Further, KRN state that if Xb
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Observation of Feynman scaling violations and evidence for a new resonance at RHIC
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Abstract

We report measurements of forward jets and dijets produced in Cu+Au collisions at
√

sNN = 200 GeV at the Relativistic Heavy
Ion Collider. We also report dijet production cross sections in p+p collisions at

√
s = 510 GeV. We use the invariant dijet mass to

search for indications of new particles. The p+p dijet results are compatible with string fragmentation models tuned to fit LHC data.
The Cu+Au jet results far exceed Feynman scaling limits, and are compatible with models that incorporate string fusion to increase
parton energy, acting as a QCD accelerator. The Cu+Au dijet results can be mostly explained by double parton scattering due to a
parton flux from multiple p+p interactions with

√
s >>

√
sNN . Further indication of the increased parton energy is obtained from

evidence of single- and double-Υ(1S) production in the forward direction in Cu+Au collisions. Finally, we report evidence for the
production of a new resonance, reconstructed from its dijet decay.

Keywords: forward jet and dijet production, Feynman scaling, QCD accelerator, tetraquark

The charges of QCD are confined in color neutral objects
such as mesons and baryons. Many predictions have been
made for more complex color neutral objects, and high en-
ergy colliders have recently identified candidates for four-quark
and five-quark configurations built around heavy quarks [1, 2].
Given theoretical expectations that relativistic heavy-ion colli-
sions produce particles by parton recombination [3], it is of in-
terest to see if standard particle search techniques can identify
new color neutral objects produced in a relativistic heavy-ion
collision.

Forward particle production is characterized by the produced
particles having a significant fraction of the momentum of
the beam, as established by the Feynman-x scaling variable
(xF = 2pz/

√
s, defined in the center of mass with z along the

beams). At large collision
√

s, the hadrons resolve themselves
to their partons, each carrying a fraction xi of the momentum
from the i = 1, 2 incident hadrons. Large xF corresponds to
x1 >> x2, where i = 1 is the hadron heading towards the pro-
duced particles. Large xF also probes the lowest x2 at a given√

s, and is therefore interesting from the standpoint of low-x
physics. At low-x and large

√
s, the gluon density in a hadron

∗URL: www.andy.bnl.gov

is theoretically expected to saturate. Gluon saturation has been
identified as being responsible for small particle multiplicities
in heavy-ion collisions at large

√
s, and is an expected doorway

to the formation of quark-gluon plasma [4].

Nearby to particles produced with large xF is a significant
flux of partons that are spectators to a hard scattering event.
The large density of forward partons opens the prospect for re-
combination of these many partons for the production of ex-
otic particles. The expectation of intense gluon fields and large
fluxes of partons in the forward direction make it interesting to
search for the production of new particles in this acceptance.

We report the cross sections for forward jet pair production
in p+p collisions at

√
s=510 GeV and forward jet and dijet

production in Cu+Au collisions at
√

sNN = 200 GeV. Jets in
p+p collisions were identified using the anti-kT algorithm [5].
Jets in Cu+Au collisions were identified using the anti-kT al-
gorithm and results were verified by independent analysis us-
ing the Fastjet 3.3.2 package [6]. Measurements were com-
pleted with a forward calorimeter wall that had good response
to both incident electromagnetic and hadronic particles that are
produced by colliding beams. The measurements were made at
interaction point (IP) 2, at the Relativistic Heavy Ion Collider
(RHIC) at Brookhaven National Laboratory in 2012.

Preprint submitted to Elsevier September 11, 2019

ANDY/RHIC: Observe single and double ⌥(1S) Production at high rapid-

ity in Cu+Au collisions
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Figure 3: The cross section of inclusive Higgs production in fb, coming

from the nonperturbative intrinsic bottom distribution, at both LHC

(
√

s = 14 TeV, solid curve) and Tevatron (
√

s = 2 TeV, dashed curve)

energies.

that the cross section for inclusive Higgs production from intrinsic bottom is much

higher than the one coming from intrinsic charm. Although it is true that the Higgs-

quark coupling, proportional to mQ, cancels in the cross section with PIQ ∝ 1/m2
Q,

the matrix element between IQ and Higgs wave functions has an additional mQ factor.

This is because the Higgs wave function is very narrow and the overlap of the two

wave functions results in ΨQQ(0) ∝ mQ. Thus, the cross section rises as m2
Q, as we

see in the results.

We can compare our predictions for inclusive Higgs production coming from

IB with our previous ansatz for the Higgs production gluon-gluon fusion process

xdN/dx = 6(1 − x)5. At the maximum (xF = 0.9) of the IB curve we get a value of

roughly 50 fb, while there gluon-gluon gives 0.067 fb. Thus this high-xF region is the

ideal place to look for Higgs production coming from intrinsic heavy quarks.

We obtain essentially the same curves for Tevatron energies (
√

s = 2 TeV) , al-

though the rates are reduced by a factor of approximately 3.

We also show in Fig.4 the results for Higgs production coming from the perturba-

tive charm distribution. The magnitude of the production cross section is considerably
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Why is Intrinsic Heavy Quark 
Phenomena Important?

•Test Fundamental QCD predictions OPE, Non-Abelian 
QCD

•Test non-perturbative effects

•Important for correctly identifying the gluon distribution

•High-xF open and hidden charm and bottom; discover 
exotic states

•Explain anomalous high pT charm jet + γ data at 
Tevatron

• Important source of high energy ν at IceCube
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two factors: a heavy quark loop diagram connecting the
photons to the exchanged gluons, times the gauge invari-
ant matrix element of a product of gluon field strengths
< p|Gn

µν |p >. Because of the non-Abelian coupling, a sin-
gle field strength can correspond to one or two exchanged
gluons. For heavy quark masses, m2

Q ≫ Λ2
QCD the heavy

quark loop contracts to an effective local operator, so that
the field strengths in the matrix element are all evaluated
at the same local point. The minimal gluon exchange
contribution (n = 2) gives the leading twist photon-
gluon fusion contribution. Since < p|Gn|p > scales as

(Λ2
QCD)

n−1
, each extra gluon field strength connecting

to the heavy quark loop must give a factor of (1/m2
Q).

(Higher derivatives in the matrix element are further sup-
pressed.) Thus one pays a penalty of a factor (Λ2/m2

Q) as
the number of exchanged gluon fields is increased. How-
ever, as we shall see, the suppression from the multiple
gluon exchange contributions are systematically compen-
sated by fewer powers of energy threshold factors, so that
at threshold multi-gluon contributions will dominate. A
similar effective field theory operator analysis has been
used [4] to estimate the momentum fraction carried by
intrinsic heavy quarks in the proton [5,6].
In this paper, we will use reasonable conjectures for

the short distance behavior of hadronic matter inferred
from properties of perturbative QCD and effective heavy
quark field theory to estimate the behavior of the reaction
cross section.
The effective proton radius in charm photoproduction

near threshold can be determined from the following ar-
gument [7,8]. As indicated in Fig. 2a, most of the pro-
ton momentum may first be transferred to one (valence)
quark, followed by a hard subprocess γq → ccq. If the
photon energy is Eγ = ζEth

γ , where Eth
γ is the energy

at kinematic threshold (ζ ≥ 1), the valence quark must
carry a fraction x = 1/ζ of the proton (light-cone) mo-
mentum. The lifetime of such a Fock state (in the light-
cone or infinite momentum frame) is τ = 1/∆E, where

∆E =
1

2p

!

m2
p −

"

i

p2i⊥ +m2
i

xi

#

≃
Λ2
QCD

2p(1− x)
(1)

For x = 1/ζ close to unity such a short lived fluctuation
can be created (as indicated in Fig. 2a) through momen-
tum transfers from valence states (where the momentum
is divided evenly) having commensurate lifetimes τ and
transverse extension

r2⊥ ≃
1

p2
⊥

≃
ζ − 1

Λ2
QCD

(2)

This effective proton size thus decreases towards thresh-
old (ζ → 1), reaching r2⊥ ≃ 1/m2

c at threshold (ζ − 1 ≃
Λ2
QCD/m2

c).
As the lifetimes of the contributing Fock states ap-

proach the time scale of the cc creation process, the time

ordering of the gluon exchanges implied by Fig. 2a ceases
to dominate higher-twist contributions such as that of
Fig. 2b [8]. There are in fact reasons to expect that the
latter diagrams give a dominant contribution to charmo-
nium production near threshold. First, there are many
more such diagrams. Second, they allow the final state
proton to have a small transverse momentum (the glu-
ons need p⊥ ≃ mc to couple effectively to the cc pair, yet
the overall transfer can still be small in Fig. 2b). Third,
with several gluons coupling to the charm quark pair its
quantum numbers can match those of a given charmo-
nium state without extra gluon emission.

cγ

(a)

c_

p

g

g
g

c

p

γ

(b)

c_

gg

FIG. 2. Two mechanisms for transferring most of the
proton momentum to the charm quark pair in γp → ccp near
threshold. The leading twist contribution (a) dominates at
high energies, but becomes comparable to the higher-twist
contribution (b) close to threshold.

The above discussion is generic, and does not indicate
how close to threshold the new effects actually manifest
themselves. While this question can only be settled by
experiment, we rely on a simple model to get an estimate
of the cross section.
Near-threshold charm production probes the x ≃ 1

configuration in the target, the spectator partons car-
rying a vanishing fraction x ≃ 0 of the target momen-
tum. This implies that the production rate behaves near
x → 1 as (1 − x)2ns where ns is the number of specta-
tors [9]. Perturbative QCD predicts three different glu-
onic components of the photoproduction cross-section:
i) The leading twist (1− x)4 distribution for the process
γq → ccq, which leaves two quarks spectators (Fig. 2a);
ii) Scattering on two quarks in the proton with a net

distribution (1−x)2

R2M2 , γqq → ccqq, leaving one quark spec-
tator; iii) Scattering on three quark cluster (Fig. 2b) in

the proton with a net distribution (1−x)0

R4M4 , γqqq → ccqqq,
leaving no quark spectators. There is some arbitrariness
in the definition of x close to threshold. We shall use
x = (2mpM+M2)/(s − m2

p), where s = E2
CM and M

is the mass of the cc pair, which has the property x = 1
at threshold. The relative weight of scattering from mul-
tiple quarks is given by the probability 1/R2M2 that a
quark in the proton of radius R ≃ 1 fm is found within
a transverse distance 1/M (see Ref. [10]).
The two-gluon exchange contribution produces odd

C quarkonium γgg → J/ψ, thus permitting exclusive
γp → J/ψp production. The photon three-gluon cou-
pling γggg → cc produces a roughly constant term at
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Charm and bottom production near threshold is sensitive to the multi-quark, gluonic, and hidden-
color correlations of hadronic and nuclear wavefunctions in QCD since all of the target’s constituents
must act coherently within the small interaction volume of the heavy quark production subprocess.
Although such multi-parton subprocess cross sections are suppressed by powers of 1/m2

Q, they have
less phase-space suppression and can dominate the contributions of the leading-twist single-gluon
subprocesses in the threshold regime. The small rates for open and hidden charm photoproduction
at threshold call for a dedicated facility.

PACS: 13.60.Le, 13.60.-r, 12.40.Nn, 12.40.Lg

The threshold regime of charmonium and open charm
production can provide a new window into multi-quark,
gluonic, and hidden-color correlations of hadronic and
nuclear wavefunctions in QCD. For example, consider
charm photoproduction γ p → J/ψ p at the threshold
energy Elab

γ = 8.20 GeV. [See Fig. 1.] The available pro-
duction energy cannot be wasted at threshold, so all three
valence quarks of the target nucleon must interact coher-
ently within the small interaction volume of the heavy
quark production subprocess. In the case of threshold
charm photoproduction on a deuteron γ d → J/ψ d,
all color configurations of the six valence quarks will be
involved at the short-distance scale 1/mc. Thus the ex-
changed gluons can couple to a color-octet quark cluster
and reveal the “hidden-color” part of the nuclear wave
function, a domain of short-range nuclear physics where
nucleons lose their identity [1–3].
At high energies the dominant contribution to an inclu-

sive process involving a hard scale Q comes from “leading
twist” diagrams, characterized by only one parton from
each colliding particle participating in the large momen-
tum subprocess. Since the transverse size scale of the
hard collision is 1/Q, only partons within this distance
can affect the process. The likelihood that two partons of
the incident hadrons can be found so close to each other
is typically proportional to the transverse area 1/Q2 and
leads to the suppression of higher-twist, multi-parton
contributions. However, in contrast to charm produc-
tion at high energy, charm production near threshold re-
quires all of the target’s constituents to act coherently in
the heavy quark production process: only compact pro-
ton Fock states with a radius of order of the Compton
wavelength of the heavy quark can contribute to charm
production at threshold. Although the higher-twist sub-
process cross sections are suppressed by powers of 1/m2

c,

they have much less phase-space suppression at thresh-
old. Thus charm production at threshold is sensitive to
short-range correlations between the valence quarks of
the target, and higher-twist multi-gluon exchange reac-
tions can dominate over the contributions of the leading-
twist single-gluon subprocesses.

l
c

l
F

b

r
⊥

Vγ

p p

FIG. 1. The characteristic scales in elastic J/ψ produc-
tion on protons near threshold, Elab

γ = 8.20 GeV. The lon-
gitudinal coherence length of the cc fluctuation of the pho-
ton is short, lc ∼= 2Elab

γ /4m2
c = 0.36 fm. The large mass

of the charmed quark also imposes a small transverse size
r⊥ ∼ 1/mc = 0.13 fm on this fluctuation. The minimum
momentum transfer is large, tmin ∼ −1.7 GeV2. All of the
partons of the target wavefunction have to transfer their en-
ergy to the charm quarks within their proper creation time
1/mc, and must be within this transverse distance from the cc
and from each other, so that charm production near threshold
occurs at small impact distances b ∼ 1/mc ∼ 0.13 fm.

One can determine the power-law dependence of multi-
parton heavy quark production subprocesses using an
operator product analysis of the effective heavy quark
theory. The heavy quark photoproduction cross section
can be computed through the optical theorem from the
corresponding cut diagrams of the forward Compton am-
plitude. Such diagrams factorize into the convolution of

1
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states, which allow to discriminate between di↵erent pentaquark models.
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the JP = 3/2� case as discussed in the text. All curves are fitted/scaled to the GlueX data only. For our data the
quadratic sums of statistical and systematic errors are shown; the overall normalization uncertainty is 27%.

LHCb P+
c

states, which allow to discriminate between di↵erent pentaquark models.
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We report on the measurement of the �p ! J/ p cross section from E� = 11.8 GeV down to the
threshold at 8.2 GeV using a tagged photon beam with the GlueX experiment. We find the total
cross section falls toward the threshold less steeply than expected from two-gluon exchange models.
The di↵erential cross section d�/dt has an exponential slope of 1.67 ± 0.39 GeV�2 at 10.7 GeV
average energy. The LHCb pentaquark candidates P+

c can be produced in the s-channel of this
reaction. We see no evidence for them and set model-dependent upper limits on their branching
fractions B(P+

c ! J/ p).
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Figure 1: Nuclear correction factor R according to Eq. 1
for the differential cross section d2σ/dx dQ2 in charged
current neutrino-Fe scattering at Q2 = 5 GeV2. Results
are shown for the charged current neutrino (solid lines)
and anti-neutrino (dashed lines) scattering from iron.
The upper (lower) pair of curves shows the result of our
analysis with the Base-2 (Base-1) free-proton PDFs.

Figure 2: Predictions (solid and dashed line) for the
structure function ratio F F e

2 /F D
2 using the iron PDFs

extracted from fits to NuTeV neutrino and anti-neutrino
data. The SLAC/NMC parameterization is shown with
the dot-dashed line. The structure function F D

2 in the
denominator has been computed using either the Base-2
(solid line) or the Base-1 (dashed line) PDFs.

(significant) dependence on the energy scale Q, the atomic number A, or the specific observable.
The increasing precision of both the experimental data and the extracted PDFs demand that the
applied nuclear correction factors be equally precise as these contributions play a crucial role in
determining the PDFs. In this study we reexamine the source and size of the nuclear corrections
that enter the PDF global analysis, and quantify the associated uncertainty. Additionally, we
provide the foundation for including the nuclear correction factors as a dynamic component of
the global analysis so that the full correlations between the heavy and light target data can be
exploited.

A recent study 1 analyzed the impact of new data sets from the NuTeV 3, Chorus, and E-
866 Collaborations on the PDFs. This study found that the NuTeV data set (together with the
model used for the nuclear corrections) pulled against several of the other data sets, notably the
E-866, BCDMS and NMC sets. Reducing the nuclear corrections at large values of x reduced
the severity of this pull and resulted in improved χ2 values. These results suggest on a purely
phenomenological level that the appropriate nuclear corrections for ν-DIS may well be smaller
than assumed.

To investigate this question further, we use the high-statistics ν-DIS experiments to perform
a dedicated PDF fit to neutrino–iron data.2 Our methodology for this fit is parallel to that of
the previous global analysis,1 but with the difference we use only Fe data and that no nuclear
corrections are applied to the analyzed data; hence, the resulting PDFs are for a bound proton
in an iron nucleus. Specifically, we determine iron PDFs using the recent NuTeV differential
neutrino (1371 data points) and anti-neutrino (1146 data points) DIS cross section data,3 and
we include NuTeV/CCFR dimuon data (174 points) which are sensitive to the strange quark
content of the nucleon. We impose kinematic cuts of Q2 > 2 GeV and W > 3.5 GeV, and obtain
a good fit with a χ2 of 1.35 per data point.2

2 Nuclear Correction Factors

We now compare our iron PDFs with the free-proton PDFs (appropriately scaled) to infer the
proper heavy target correction which should be applied to relate these quantities. Within the

Extrapolations from  NuTeV

SLAC/NMC data

Q2 = 5 GeV2

Scheinbein, Yu, Keppel, Morfin, Olness, Owens

No anti-shadowing in deep inelastic neutrino scattering !

Non-Universal -- Quark Specific?



QCD Mechanism for Rapidity Gaps

Wilson Line: ψ(y)
Z y

0
dx eiA(x)·dx ψ(0)

P

Reproduces lab-frame color dipole approach 
DDIS: Input for leading twist nuclear shadowing
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Nuclear Shadowing in QCD 

Nuclear  Shadowing not included in nuclear LFWF !  

 Dynamical e!ect due to virtual photon interacting in nucleus

Stodolsky 
Pumplin, sjb 

Gribov

Shadowing depends on understanding leading twist-diffraction in DIS

Di!raction via Reggeon gives constructive interference!

Anti-shadowing not universal

N2 N2

N1 N1
One Step Two Step

FIG. 2. Sum of interfering one-step and two-step amplitudes
in DIS on a nucleus A: �⇤A ! X. The initial scattering
in the two step amplitude on the front-face nucleon N1 is
di↵ractive DIS: �⇤N1 ! [qq̄]N 0

1 which leaves N1 intact. The
propagating vector [qq̄] system then interacts inelastically on
N2: [qq̄] + N2 ! X. The two step amplitude interferes with
the one-step amplitude �⇤ + N2 ! X on N2. The interior
nucleon N2 sees two fluxes, the virtual photon �⇤ and the
secondary beam [qq̄] generated by DDIS on N1. In e↵ect,
nucleon N1 “shadows” N2.

QCD Mechanism for Rapidity Gaps

Wilson Line: ψ(y)
Z y

0
dx eiA(x)·dx ψ(0)

P

Reproduces lab-frame color dipole approach 
DDIS: Input for leading twist nuclear shadowing

FIG. 3. QCD mechanism for leading-twist di↵ractive DIS
�⇤p ! p0X. The second gluon exchanged between the [qq̄]
and the spectator quark of the proton occurs after the quark
has been struck by the lepton as in a Wilson loop. The two
gluons in the t-channel correspond to color-singlet Pomeron
exchange. Since the intermediate state can propagate on-
shell it gives a Glauber cut and phase i. A similar final state
interaction also leads to the Sivers e↵ect, the i~Sp · ~q ⇥ ~pq
pseudo-time-odd correlation.

tively. The di↵ractive process is leading twist and
it, therefore, displays Bjorken scaling. The leading-
twist QCD mechanism that underlies DDIS is illus-
trated in Fig.3.

• The occurrence of either shadowing or antishad-
owing is governed by the di↵erence in the phase
structure of Reggeon and Pomeron exchanges. The

Reggeon Exchange Contribution to Charge-Exchange DDIS

p n

X+�*

FIG. 4. QCD mechanism for charge-exchange leading-twist
di↵ractive DIS �⇤p ! nX+.

phase of the I = 0, 1 Reggeon contributions to
DDIS is 1p

2
(�i + 1) with ↵R = 1/2. Its imagi-

nary part is opposite to the positive imaginary con-
tribution of Pomeron exchange. When one mul-
tiplies by the phase i from the propagating in-
termediate state, the relative phase of the two-
step amplitude is thus destructive if DDIS is due
to pomeron exchange (shadowing) or constructive
(anti-shadowing) if the DDIS amplitude is due
to Reggeon exchange. The resulting e↵ect from
the constructive interference appears in the 0.1 <
xBj < 0.2 domain of the nuclear PDF. The ex-
change of the same Reggeon also leads to the Kuti-
Weisskopf prediction: F p

2 (x, Q2)�Fn
2 (x, Q2) /

p
x

(this result is consistent with recent evaluations in
Refs.[15, 16]).

• Thus unlike shadowing, anti-shadowing from
Reggeon exchange is flavor specific; i.e., each
quark and anti-quark will have distinctly di↵er-
ent constructive interference patterns. The flavor
dependence of anti-shadowing explains why anti-
shadowing is di↵erent for electron (neutral electro-
magnetic current) vs. neutrino (charged weak cur-
rent) DIS reactions (Fig.1).

• An important test of the explanation of anti-
shadowing is to verify the existence of Bjorken-
scaling leading-twist charge exchange DDIS reac-
tion �⇤p ! nX+ with a rapidity gap due to I = 1
Reggeon exchange. Here X+ is the sum of final
states with charge Q = 1. This process is shown in
Figure 4.

As a consequence of the Glauber processes with in-
terfering amplitudes, the interior nucleons are shadowed
at low xBj , while DIS at low xBj occurs primarily on
the front nucleons. This contradicts the OPE where the
product of currents acts uniformly on all quarks of the
nucleus. The interaction with a particular nucleon deep
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The one-step and two-step processes in DIS
on a nucleus.

Coherence at small Bjorken xB :
1/MxB = 2�/Q2 � LA.

If the scattering on nucleon N1 is via pomeron
exchange, the one-step and two-step ampli-
tudes are opposite in phase, thus diminishing
the q flux reaching N2.

� Shadowing of the DIS nuclear structure
functions.

Diffraction via Pomeron gives destructive interference!

Shadowing



The one-step and two-step processes in DIS
on a nucleus.

Coherence at small Bjorken xB :
1/MxB = 2�/Q2 � LA.

If the scattering on nucleon N1 is via pomeron
exchange, the one-step and two-step ampli-
tudes are opposite in phase, thus diminishing
the q flux reaching N2.

� Shadowing of the DIS nuclear structure
functions.

Diffraction via Reggeon Exchange gives constructive 
interference!

Anti-shadowing H. Lu, sjb
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Origin of Regge Behavior of        
Deep Inelastic Structure Functions

Antiquark interacts with target nucleus at
energy ŝ ⇤ 1

xbj

Regge contribution: ⇥q̄N ⇥ ŝ�R�1

Shadowing of ⇥q̄M produces shadowing of
nuclear structure function.

c

c̄

g

Antiquark interacts with target nucleus at
energy ŝ ⇤ 1

xbj

Regge contribution: ⇥q̄N ⇥ ŝ�R�1

Shadowing of ⇥q̄M produces shadowing of
nuclear structure function.

c

c̄

g

Antiquark interacts with target nucleus at
energy ŝ ⇤ 1

xbj

Regge contribution: ⇥q̄N ⇥ ŝ�R�1

Shadowing of ⇥q̄M produces shadowing of
nuclear structure function.

c

c̄

g

Antiquark interacts with target nucleus at
energy ŝ ⇤ 1

xbj

Regge contribution: ⇥q̄N ⇥ ŝ�R�1 gives F2N ⇥
x1��R

Nonsinglet Kuti-Weissko� F2p � F2n ⇤
⌅

xbj
at small xbj.

Shadowing of ⇥q̄M produces shadowing of
nuclear structure function.

c

Landshoff, 
Polkinghorne, Short 

Close, Gunion, sjb 

Schmidt, Yang,  Lu, sjb 

F2p(x)� F2n(x) / x1/2

Regge dependence of structure functions in LFHQCD:
Guy F. de Téramond, Tianbo Liu, Raza Sabbir Sufian, Hans Günter Dosch, S. J. Brodsky, and Alexandre Deur (HLFHS Collaboration) 
Phys. Rev. Lett. 120, 182001 –2018 
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Non-singlet 
Reggeon 
Exchange

x0.5

Kuti-Weisskopf 
behavior
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Phase of two-step amplitude relative to one
step:

1⇧
2
(1� i)⇥ i = 1⇧

2
(i + 1)

Constructive Interference

Depends on quark flavor!

Thus antishadowing is not universal

Di�erent for couplings of �⇤, Z0, W±

Reggeon 
Exchange

Critical tests: Tagged  SIDIS, Drell-Yan
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Nuclear Antishadowing not universal !

Schmidt, Yang; sjb

Modifies 
NuTeV extraction of 

sin2 �W

Test in flavor-tagged  
DIS at the EIC 



A

q+ = 0 q2
? = Q2 = �q2

A-1

One-Step / Two-Step Interference

Front-Face Nucleon N1 not struckFront-Face Nucleon N1 struck

�⇤

Q2
�⇤

Study Double Virtual Compton Scattering �⇤A! �⇤A

Illustrates the
LF time sequence

Cannot reduce to matrix element 
of local operator!  No Sum Rules!

N1
N2 N2

N1

A

Q2

Liuti, Schmidt sjb



• Unlike shadowing, anti-shadowing from Reggeon exchange is flavor specific;
• Each quark and anti-quark will have distinctly different constructive interference patterns. 

• The flavor dependence of antishadowing explains why anti- shadowing is different for 
electron (neutral electro- magnetic current) vs. neutrino (charged weak current) DIS 
reactions.

• Test of the explanation of antishadowing: Bjorken-scaling leading-twist charge 
exchange DDIS reaction γ∗p→nX+ with a rapidity gap due to I=1 Reggeon exchange.

•

The usual “handbag” diagram where the two Jμ(x) and Jν (0) currents acting on an 
uninterrupted quark propagator are replaced by a local operator T μν (0) as Q2 → ∞, is 
inapplicable in deeply virtual Compton scattering from a nucleus since the currents act on 
different nucleons. 

The finite path length due to the on-shell propagation of V0 between N1 and N2 
contributes a finite distance (∆z)2 between the two virtual photons in the DVCS  
amplitude. 

�z2 does not vanish as 1
Q2 .

OPE and Sum Rules invalid for nuclear pdfs

S. Liuti, I. Schmidt, sjb
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Invariance Principles of Quantum Field Theory

• Polncarè Invariance:  Physical predictions must be 
independent of the observer’s Lorentz frame:  Front Form 

• Causality: Information within causal horizon:  Front Form 

• Gauge Invariance: Physical predictions of gauge theories 
must be independent of the choice of gauge 

• Scheme-Independence: Physical predictions of a 
renormalizable theory must be independent of the choice 
of the renormalization scheme —Principle of Maximum 
Conformality (PMC) 

• Mass-Scale Invariance:                                     
Conformal Invariance of the Action (DAFF) 

https://indico.cern.ch/event/628450/
https://indico.cern.ch/event/628450/


Challenge: Compute Hadron Structure, 
Spectroscopy, and Dynamics from QCD!

• Color Confinement 

• Origin of the QCD Mass Scale 

• Meson and Baryon Spectroscopy 

• Exotic States: Tetraquarks, Pentaquarks, Gluonium, 

• Universal Regge Slopes: n, L, Mesons and Baryons 

• Massless Pion: Quark Anti-Quark Bound State 

• QCD Coupling at all Scales    

• Eliminate Scale Uncertainties and Scheme Dependence 

• Heavy Quark Distributions

αs(Q2)

Valence and Higher Fock StatesℒQCD → ψH
n (xi, ⃗k ⊥i, λi)
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